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Chairman’s Report

Season 2015 has been a successful season for the club in several areas, both on and off the pitch.
Several teams were successful in their respective competitions, the SSF continues to grow each
season and the implementation of some structure around player development will all contribute to the
ongoing improvement of our players and teams skills and performance in the seasons ahead.
Off the pitch the club has been quite successful in securing funding via grants from the Department of
Sport & Recreation and BMCC to go towards improvements around the Summerhayes facility. Also
topping up this funding to deliver the projects will be a significant financial contribution from club
(members) funds. Planned works from the grants and club funds that you will hopefully see at or near
completion as you return for Season 2016 will be a much needed canteen refurbishment as well as
some off field training goals and a 6M high fence installation on the western side of field 1. Other
works funded solely from club funds that are currently under review are some minor renewal works to
the clubhouse, investment in improved training kits for teams and a new set of playing jerseys for the
teams in readiness for Season 2017.
Much of the planned works would not have been possible without the leadership and practices that my
predecessor Wayne Moloney had implemented in his time as Chairman along with sound financial
practices from our Treasurer Ciaran O’Flanagan. The end of Season 2015 also sees the clubs Vice
Chairman Craig Adams and Competition Secretary Ian Strudwick standing down after many years of
loyal service and contribution to the club, thank you to both Craig and Ian from all of the committee
team and members for your efforts over the years. Gela Moloney the Canteen Manager over the past
5.5 years is also stepping down, thank you Gela for you hard work each weekend keeping the canteen
running smoothly.
Also a thank you to Sylvia Ong from StraliaWeb for always being available to update the website,
Facebook page and send the newsletter emails out to members to ensure they receive up to date
information.
Along with the earlier mentioned works you will see further improvements around Summerhayes Park
with BMCC making a $250K financial commitment to Stage 1 of the car park improvements and
another $280-320K financial commitment towards upgrades of the field lighting. Field lighting, wasn’t
the issues experienced with field lighting a challenging and frustrating time for virtually every member
of the club. It was very rewarding to see the patience and understanding shown by the club members
in response to the cancelled and relocated games, cancelled training and disruption to the team’s
season. Thank you to the members from all of the committee team in making the committee’s job
easier to resolve the challenges, this really showed us what a great club we all have as it is the
members that make Springwood United FC the great club that it is.
As we move into the seasons ahead there are further exciting times to look forward to, there is the 50th
Season celebrations in Season 2017 to plan for, with plans for a new playing strip, new merchandise
range and events through this significant milestone in the clubs life and history. If you are keen to get
involved in planning for this event then please let myself or one of the Management Committee know.
There was also a return this season to some social events on the calendar with the reintroduction of
the Kids Disco and the Trivia Night, both events had a large turnout in numbers and from all reports
were enjoyed by all and will be run again in Season 2016 to give members the opportunity to meet
other members, enjoy each other’s company and have a few laughs throughout the evening.
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As we sign off on Season 2015 and head towards Season 2016 I would like to thank a few people.
Thank you to all of the Management and Football Committees and Age Coordinators for their hard
work and valuable contributions they make as volunteers to keep the club running along smoothly
each week. Thank you to the Coaches and Managers for your dedication to your players in guiding,
teaching and mentoring them through their football experience. Thank you to the players, parents,
partners, family and supporters for playing for and supporting Springwood United FC teams each
week and making Springwood United FC a great part of our local community.
See you in Season 2016!
Chris Gilchrist
Chairman
Springwood United Football Club
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Treasurers Report

2015 has been a great year for our club. Registrations have increased again this year, which is
remarkable considering our communities' recovery from the terrible bushfires of October2013. A big
thank you to our returning members and a special welcome to our new members.
Although we had some frustrating times with the "floodlights" impacting training and game days, our
club is financially strong and we all look forward to another successful season in 2016.
Sadly, we say goodbye to Gela our Canteen Manager, after several years of hard work ensuring that
the canteen is a real contributor to our clubs finances - great work, we will miss you Gela.
I find it disappointing that grass roots participation in the 'World Game' is more expensive than most
sports codes. Although registration fees has been flat for years, despite external price increases, I can
assure you that we all work hard in keeping registration costs as low as possible, yet ensuring that our
club is financially sustainable for the future. In 2016 we will complete some significant ground and
amenities block enhancements and pursue more local revenue opportunities such as sponsorships as
we prepare for our 50th Year in football in 2017.
I'm a simple guy - every dollar saved or a dollar sponsored is a dollar less we have to ask of our
members each year.
Thank you all for playing your part in the greatest team sport.
Ciaran O’Flanagan
Treasurer
Springwood United Football Club
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President of Football Report

How quick football seasons come and go. It always begins at a frantic pace however as the season
beds in and the creases are ironed out it is time for our members to enjoy playing the world game. It
doesn’t matter what corner of the globe, we share an experience that millions of people enjoy.
Football seasons certainly have their challenges. Registering 1030 players, organising 93 teams,
allocating kits and equipment, grading, appointments of coaches and managers, preparing fields are
some of the regular challenges which are faced each season. However, add mother-nature – wet
weather and unstable light towers to the equation, the challenges which faced our club increased
exponentially. Despite these adversities, our members absorbed the impacts and the club went on to
have one of our most successful seasons in recent years.
Many of our competition teams enjoyed the taste of success this year.
Competition Winners: U13/3, U14/3, U16/1, AAL/1, AAL/5 & AAM/5.
Competition Runners up: U12G/1 (White), U18/2 (Black), AAL/3 & AAM/7.
Championship Series Winners: U16/3 & AAL/1.
Championship Series Runners up: U12G/2 (Black).
The U16/1 and AAL/1 added icing and sprinkles to the ‘cake of success’, representing the Nepean
Football Association at the end of season Champion of Champions competition, progressing to the
second round. Congratulations to all these teams!
Registrations reached unexpected levels this year, increasing by 34% in comparison to 2013. It is
great to see so many of our members participating in the U5 to U11 age groups; making up 60 of the
club’s 93 teams! The club is fortunate to have strong representation in these age groups who are our
future.
The club is grateful for the involvement of parents, supporting their children and volunteering their time
on the weekend to set up nets and fields, canteen and BBQ duty and fostering the club’s community
spirit. Thank you.
Thank you also to the dedicated coaches who stand on the sidelines each weekend and brave the
winter elements to develop their young chargers. You are an important cog in the wheel of
development. Also, to the managers who keep their teams organised from one week to the next,
thank you for sending the countless text messages and emails.
One of the satisfying things I enjoy volunteering in this role is watching our members enjoy themselves
at our club. As I wander around Summerhayes Park each weekend and watch our teams play,
nothing is more pleasing than seeing the enjoyment that football provides. Working alongside a
passionate group of committee members, all working for the common purpose, plays an important part
in bringing football to our community. The committee balance work and family commitments to assist
with how the club functions and to steer us in a direction which our members can benefit from. From
registrations to grading, competition secretary to coaching, junior and senior play representatives,
organising small sided football and allocating equipment, these great bunch of people do it so that our
community can enjoy football. Thank you for your time and commitment. It is with sadness though
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that the committee will be without Ian Strudwick, Craig Adams and Bryan Richards next season. They
have made valuable contributions to the club over many years and your presence will be missed.
2016 and beyond is an exciting time for our club. There are projects which will be completed during
the off season to improve the facilities at Summerhayes Park. These include the replacement of the
light poles and a high fence on the western side of field 1. Some positive discussions have taken
place regarding the upgrade of the canteen and the car park area. However, an important event
which all members should looked forward to is the celebration of 50 years in the Nepean Football
Association in 2017. Members can look forward to a new playing strip to celebrate this momentous
year. It will be an exciting time to be a member at our club.
It is a sobering moment when seasons come to a close. The goal posts and nets are packed away,
the tweets of whistles are no longer heard, the cheers of encouragement have faded away and the
fields are now empty. However, the memories will live on. I look forward to when teams reunite and
the buzz is back in the atmosphere. The enthusiasm of coaches and players preparing for a new
season, the smell of freshly mown grass, the clatter of studs on the concrete, these are but a few of
the perceptions that ignite the senses that football has returned.
Hope to see you return in 2016.
Sean Leehy
President of Football
Springwood United Football Club
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MiniRoos Coordinator Report

What a season!
I think 2015 just about had it all! Poor weather, ground closures, broken light towers and an excellent
standard of football across the Small Sided Football competition! The Committee and our members
have shown tremendous patience throughout the challenges and managed to smile and maintain
positivity. The level of support and understanding shown from members was very much appreciated.
The Small Sided Competition, has once again seen a healthy growth in membership. This year we
had 7 under 5 teams, 13 Under 6 teams, 12 under 7 teams, 10 Under 8 teams and 7 Under 9 teams.
Wow! That translates to over 400 members. The Committee did a fantastic job of accommodating the
high number of MiniRoo teams considering the limited field area. As for the Under 8’s and 9’s they
seemed to dominate the Nepean draw with some divisions having 2 or 3 teams representing
Springwood United FC.
MiniRoos
Our Under 5’s had their introduction to football guided by their super organised age coordinator Jess
Taylor. It is always a treat to watch the enthusiasm of our youngest players as they take to the pitch
for the first time. It is rewarding to witness them develop in game awareness and individual skill as the
season progresses. There are always many laughs along the way as well!
The Under 6’s had the opportunity to further develop their game concept. After getting a taste for
football in the previous season, they were now able to further develop their individual ball skills and the
idea of working as a team. Alena Anderson has worked tirelessly as age-coordinator to ensure the
smooth running of the Under 6’s week in and week out.
The Under 7’s had a great year of consolidation with the assistance of age coordinator Ross Kerkham,
who ensured all teams were supported and kept well informed. There are some very strong teams that
are more than ready to move to the format of the Under 8’s in 2016. Players are now demonstrating a
strong awareness of field position and team work - making not taking the position of goal keeper so
very challenging! It is exciting to watch three seasons of development and growth culminate in
fantastic game play.
Of course the highlight of the season was the relocating of a round for an ‘away’ game at Lomatia
Park. The morning ran flawlessly and it really was a thrill to play at a different location.
Under 8’s and 9’s
Our Under 8’s had their first taste of playing away from Summerhayes and against other clubs on a
larger sized field with a goal keeper! Age coordinator, Glen McCaffery helped teams navigate their
way around the NFA website and adjust to a new style of competition.
Both the 8’s and 9’s received positive feedback from a number of sources over the season. Comments
have been received about the strength of our player ability, high level of sportsmanship and the
friendliness of our coaches and managers. You have done Springwood United FC proud by
representing the Club to a high standard. So much so, other Clubs have seen fit to comment.
Best of luck to our 9’s as they move up into a change of playing format with the Under 10’s and into
the more than capable hands of Bryan Richards. Holly Murphy stepped into the role of age coordinator
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this season, assisting teams and providing effective communication between the coaches/managers
and committee.
Academy Training
This year, each team through the facilitation of the Coaching Coordinator Pete Dempsey, was given
the opportunity to attend a training session with Max and George from the Sydney Boys and Girls
Football Academy. Attendance was high across the SSF with the feedback from coaches and
managers being nothing short of positive. Each team benefitted in many ways with parents and
players involved speaking very highly of the experience. Thank you to Pete, Max and George for
organising and giving our members this unique opportunity.
Thank you
Thank you to the parents and carers of our little football stars. Without you, they wouldn’t have the
opportunity to be a part of Springwood United FC and I thank you for your commitment to them. I
thank you for assisting with canteen duty, packing and setting up, time keeping and getting your
children to training and games each week.
Thank you to our coaches and managers for your dedication and commitment to your teams. It’s a
rewarding opportunity to watch the development of a squad over a season and I thank you for giving
up your time for games and training each week. Without your support, Springwood United would not
have the fabulous club we do. It is truly a reflection of the people that commit themselves week in and
week out.
A very big thank you to the Age Co-ordinators: Jess Taylor, Alena Anderson, Ross Kerkham, Glen
McCaffery and Holly Murphy. Your assistance throughout the season is greatly appreciated and the
SSF are lucky to have such a great team supporting them.
Thank you to the SUFC Management and Football Committee for your ongoing support of the
MiniRoos and Small Sided Competition.
A special thank you to Rob Taylor, coach of the Under 5 Wolves for setting up the Small Sided playing
fields each week as well as assisting committee members with the general set up of Summerhayes
Park.
A personal thank you to Annette Harrop – my right hand lady, for your continued support throughout
the season. From ironing out registration issues to the fun stuff of selecting trophies, thank you for
being my sounding board and helping me without hesitation. I absolutely appreciate all you do for me
and Springwood United!
I warmly invite all players, parents, coaches and managers to join us for season 2016.
I look forward to another year of football,
René Dempsey
MiniRoos Co-ordinator
Springwood United Football Club
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MiniRoos Team Reports
U5 Dingoes (non-competition)
It was a great first season for the boys who developed not just as players but as a team. Thanks goes
to Dave their coach and all the parents who stepped in and helped out each week. Each one of the
boys have bought a different kind of spark to our team and should be extremely proud of their efforts.
Ben has added to his well-developed goal scoring skill by becoming a passer of the ball, uses the
wings very well. He has shown himself to be a great team player.
Logan's development as a defender has aided in overcoming his shyness and allowed him to enjoy his
new found game skill in stopping attacks at crucial moments.
Noah is an all-rounder. He bravely tackles players to win the ball, even when on the ground, while also
scoring goals.
Ezaiah improves his ball skill every week, with good passing to team mates and scoring lots of goals.
He bravely defends, and almost always plays with a smile.
Aidan has improved his football skill controlling the ball and keeping it on the pitch. He has learned to
turn the ball in the right direction and listening to instructions carefully.
Tadgh is getting over his pitch shyness, gaining confidence to play the ball. He is able to turn the ball
in the right direction making the game experience more fun.
Well done boys!
Players: Benjamin Dawson, Ezaiah Edwards, Tadgh Fahy, Logan Gardner-Gentles, Noah Hicks,
Aidan Seisun.
Coach: David Fahy

Manager: Kristy Edwards

U5 Foxes (non-competition)
The Foxes first season of football began full of energy and excitement with all as intent on having fun
as they were playing the game!
With 4 girls and 2 boys the Foxes were quick to pick up the game and improved their skills every week
with some fantastic training and encouragement by super coach Kieran.
As the season progressed and despite the rain, cold, more rain and more cold each and every player
improved incredibly. They should all be very proud. The passing, dribbling and shooting displayed
easily worthy of the Matildas or Socceroos!
Thanks to all players for their great listening every week and for always playing with smiles on your
faces. To all the parents who both braved the cold and helped out, Thank You – it’s been a great year.
Well done Foxes!!!
Chloe Blattman: Swift and sweet - has improved greatly over the season, using her speed and skills to
show all how it’s done – flair and style.
Abigail Croucher: Pocket Rocket – After a delayed start to the year has improved her running and
kicking throughout the season – with lots of smiles along the way.
Oscar Doyle: Magic Feet: With great balance and ball skills, moved the ball across the field with style
and brought his team mates with him - Energy and excitement.
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Cody Mackin: The Wall - Rock solid in defence, tackling all who came near him and then using his
great kicking to move the ball forward – Great Team Player.
Sunnee Murtikos: Smile and Style - A huge improver over the season who was a little nervous at first
but has blossomed into a fantastic player – Fair and Fun.
Layla Sawyer: The smiling assassin - who has grown in confidence every week and smiled her way
through it all. Great running and passing – and lots of fun!
Players: Chloe Blattman, Abigail Croucher, Oscar Doyle, Cody Mackin, Sunnee Murtikos, Layla
Sawyer.
Coach: Ciaran Doyle

Manager: Julie-Ann Thorndike

U5 Iguanas (non-competition)
At the muster day we all came together, unsure of what the season would bring us. All the parents
quickly dodged the task of becoming coach except one, John Leahey or as he would later be referred
to Supercoach. About a month later we assembled for training and in true Under 5 style anything but
listening to the coach was a priority.
John returned a week later and had become a student of the all-powerful “YouTube” approach to
coaching. The boys loved the drills, well those they could understand, but would frequently ask to play
the kangaroo game. Through this dedication to coaching a side developed that could truly be called a
team. The following is a brief summary of how the boys dominated:
Connor was there to get the job done and in the final weeks had developed some superb striking skills
that produced some amazing goals.
Riley the smiling assassin, torn the teams apart through the middle and on the edges.
Tyson’s ability to score goals increased at the same rate he was able to ask questions on the sideline
whilst waiting to get back on.
Archie improved every week, but we knew he meant business when mid game he let the coach know
he had a new toothbrush.
Hamish turned defence into attack on numerous occasions but still hadn’t grasped the concept of
kicking towards the goals but was great at rolling on the ground at speed.
Ollie was the crowd pleaser who never failed to incorporate a trick shot into his game, leaving the
opposition shaking their heads.
Thanks boys for keeping us entertained every Saturday morning and we are already looking forward
to next season.
Players: Riley Cooper, Connor Leahey, Archie Saliba, Oliver Stevens, Tyson Verriere, Hamish Wills.
Coach: John Leahey

Manager: John Wills

U5 Lions (non-competition)
This season was the first football season for the Lions. The children showed excitement and
enthusiasm throughout the season and made new friends along the way.
Jude developed ball skill throughout the year which started with a back kick in round 1. Jack did some
awesome slide tackles during the season to save goals. Ashton took the ball and showed how to keep
the ball at his feet with good control for the length of the field. Timmy showed a clean set of heals with
good pace and a hunger for the ball and scoring goals. Eydie was hungry to score goals all season
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and scored 2 great goals in one match. Liam knew how to get the ball off the other team and could
muscle others off the ball to score a goal.
What an impressive team and a fantastic group of kids and parents to work with. It was a great
privilege to train the Lions this season.
Players: Jude Alderton, Liam Costigan, Ashton Danks, Eydie Peake, Timothy Peters, Jack Sherriff.
Coach: Michael Alderton

Manager: Jacqui Sherriff

U5 Monkeys (non-competition)
The Monkeys proved to be an apt choice of name for this team. There was plenty of energy, noise, a
good dose of cheek and there emerged a cry of ‘banana’ as we shook the opposition’s hands.
We are all very proud of the way each of the Monkeys has improved over the season and it was a lot
of fun to watch them take the field each Saturday.
Joshua was always eager to respond to the cheers from the sideline and hung around the pack ready
to send the loose ball further up the field for our speedsters.
Nicholas was our most consistent player. Consistently smiling, constantly running and always giving it
everything. Always willing to pass the ball onto his team mates.
Thomas started the season somewhat reluctant but after a while he began to find his groove and
became our star at kick offs and kick ins.
Shaun was our fierce tackler showing no fear as he pursued his singular focus of getting that ball and
steering it toward goal.
Koby was one of our speedsters who regularly found himself in open space headed for goal. By the
end of the season he was also looking for opportunities to pass when confronted by defenders.
Zach was everywhere. Zach was always pushing forward to goal or chasing down an opposition
attack. Zach often sent great through-balls to his team mates up front.
Cruz soon discovered the ability to change direction while dribbling and steer the ball around his
opposition which to led to a hunger for goals and his trademark post-goal celebration.
It was a whole heap of fun to coach the Monkeys and I hope they all continue on next year.
A big thank you also to our manager Mel for keeping us all organised!
Players: Joshua Archibald, Thomas Dobson, Nicholas Down, Shaun Maher, Koby Morgan, Zach
Morgan, Cruz Wraight.
Coach: Noel Wraight

Manager: Melanie Morgan

U5 Tigers (non-competition)
The Tigers had a fun first season of football. We had a couple of players who really improved as the
season progressed. We made new friends and learnt a bit about team work and basic ball skills.
Thank you to the club and the parents for helping make this a fun season for the kids.
Players: Jacob Burnett, Marley Chevor, Hugo Koutsonikolis, Summer Mamo, Harrison Rae, Melinda
Tylor.
Coach: Michelle Koutsonikolis



Manager: Michelle Burnett
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U5 Wolves (non-competition)
The Wolves have had a great start in their first season of football. The enthusiasm and energy of the
team improved as the season progressed and the players learnt more about the game and their skill
sets. Sportsmanship and team spirit is important in any sport and the team played with both qualities.
The concepts of passing, field position and team work are not always easy to get right at this age. We
worked a lot on these at training and it was exciting to see some of these skills come out in games
during the season. Thank you to the parents for bringing their kids to training and games each week.
We had a great time cheering on the Wolves and loved the ever friendly and supportive atmosphere
felt at the club. Thank you also to René Dempsey and the Springwood Football Club committee for
providing such a great MiniRoos experience for the kids and their families.
Players: Lucas Bernays, Emilie Dempsey, Oscar Harrison, Archie Lamont, Bobby Smoth, Mitchell
Taylor, Angus Weir.
Coach: Robert Taylor

Manager: Jessica Taylor

U6 Alligators (non-competition)
What an exciting season for our U6 Alligator team!
With a few new players the boys settled in quickly to the new season. Each week the boys took to the
field with much enthusiasm and energy improving every game! Each player was an asset to the
Alligator team; Andrew’s speed and big boot, Kristof’s amazing strike, Liam’s incredible ball control,
William’s tenacity, Albie’s lightning quick cross kicks, River’s strong attacking and Flynn’s golden boot!
A big thanks to our wonderful coach Jaemes and amazing team manager Julia. Also, many thanks to
our parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles for all their support at the games each week! We look
forward to next season!
Players: Liam Boys, Flynn Driver, Albie Neill, William Rayner, River Rodemark, Andrew Schuetrumpf,
Kristof Trinajstic.
Coach: Jaemes Driver

Manager: Julia Schuetrumpf

U6 Bears (non-competition)
The U6 Bears had a good season constantly improving as the season went on. We had excellent
representation at training and on Saturdays and a vast majority of the time we had all 7 boys in
attendance. This was as a result of the enthusiasm of the players and the dedication of the parents.
Throughout the season, all players made contributions to the team as a whole and all players
managed to score several goals at least.
During the later parts of the season the boys started to pass the ball to each other, which led to
several goals. For boys of this age this is an excellent achievement.
The boys will go away in the off season and work on their one to five’s and all are keen to return and
play again in 2016.
Players: Nathan Broadhead, Flynn Engelhard, William Ghata, Owen Roberts, Travis Sagovac, Tristan
Wade-Ferrell, Tom Withers.
Coach: Stephen Broadhead



Manager: Hilary Arnold
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U6 Cougars (non-competition)
What a great year for the Cougars! After welcoming our new team-member Cameron it was straight
into the season with goals being consistently scored by all players. Training was a joy as the boys
practiced important skills as well as playing fun games together.
Illness late in the season only fuelled Lucas’ determination to continue his weekly goal-scoring frenzy.
His control of the ball, ability to read the play mixed with speed made him an unstoppable force! Daily
competition with twin brother Hayden ensured that both boys are consistently at the top of their game.
Hayden’s always first to ask for a go! His ball control, speed and enthusiasm also snagged him
multiple goals each week! Awesome work boys!!
Thomas came to the fore this season demonstrating his dribbling, kicking and goal-scoring abilities. It
was either feast or famine – and watch out if it was a feast! He would leave the opposition caked in his
dust. Top job Thomas!
Aden, our most improved player this season, was awesome to watch as he took on the competition
with great tackling and kicking skills! He always had a smile on his face as he enjoys his football!
Bravo Aden!
Cameron brought his enthusiasm and love of kicking the ball long and hard to the Cougars. His
powerful kicks snared him his fair share of goals this season, as well as setting up others for his team
mates. Well done Cameron!
James had a great start to the season, demonstrating increased confidence and skill in all areas of the
game. Late in the season James’ skills in defence came to the fore, preventing some opposition goals.
Great work James!
Robbie, the quiet achiever, consistently backed up his team mates and positioned himself well for
critical passes. A reliable team player, when in the pack he was relentless in his determination to kick
the ball out to his team mates. Excellent job Robbie!
A huge thank you to the families and friends who supported the boys each week, and to Robert and
his fill-in Tony who did a great job coaching the boys and providing a fun and supportive environment
in which they could thrive. Also, to our team manager Liz, who maintained the team’s focus by keeping
everyone ready, prepared and on time. Not just our team manager, but the backbone of an awesome
team.
Congratulations team. Go Cougars!
Players: Hayden Chapman, Lucas Chapman, Thomas Dawson, Aden Hather, Cameron James-New,
James Magner, Robbie Pigram.
Coach: Robert Pigram

Manager: Elizabeth Magner

U6 Giraffes (non-competition)
It has been a pleasure to coach the Under Six Giraffes this year. The whole team has improved
greatly since the beginning of the year, and have always tried their best.
I am very thankful to have such a good bunch of kids who are good sports, and always kind to each
other and other teams.
Kya is always smiling on the field and has really improved in her tackles and passing this season. Max
is our youngest player, but has not let that slow him down always giving his all, he has been making
some great tackles lately. Brody has become more confident on the ball, his passing and dribbling has
been great. Joel has also become more confident as the year has progressed, making some great
tackles, running with the ball and passing well. Talon looks to be a natural defender, reading the game
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well and making lots of tackles. Oliver is our little pocket rocket, he has improved in his movement off
the ball, getting into good positions and running with the ball well. I hope everyone has enjoyed the
season, and I look forward to seeing what we can do next year.
Players: Max Briggs, Oliver Cusack, Brody Dufty, Joel Machin, Talon Molony, Kya Pagan-Brown.
Coach: Brendan Cusack

Manager: Jayden Molony

U6 Iguanas (non-competition)
Six of the seven players from last year came back ready for a fun filled 2015 season as the U6
Iguanas. Aiden, Baxter, Carter, Jett, Payton and Sadie all welcomed Charlie to our team this season.
All of the kids have played very well as a team, learning new skills and adapting them into play.
Week after week these kids give it their all. You know you've got a good bunch of kids when they are
friends first and team mates second. If you score a goal or get subbed off you'll be greeted with a high
five from a team mate.
Thanks for the smiles, laughter and the tears Iguanas. Thank you to the parents for showing up each
week with the kids and cheering on all of the kids, you're a noisy bunch. And a big thank you to Coach
Simon and Manager Michael for your continued effort and giving your time week after week so these
kids can enjoy themselves playing football, we'll see you all next year!
Players: Sadie Albury, Charlie De Vos, Aiden Denton-Boerger, Payton Henson, Baxter Hepper, Carter
Huggins, Jett Murtikos.
Coach: Simon Albury

Manager: Michael Gwenossis

U6 Lions (non-competition)
What a fabulous little team of footballers we have had the privilege of watching this year. All of these
boys began their first year of football this year and have approached it with enthusiasm, excitement
and a sprinkling of competitiveness.
The team of five boys that made up the magnificent Lions worked hard every week often playing two
full games without a break – a mammoth effort for these little boys. Alex, Felix, Noah, Oliver and Will
you have made us so proud. As a team you were always excited to be playing, you always tried your
best, you encouraged each other, learned to work as a team and made new friends along the way.
You have learnt so many new things among them are scoring goals, defending, passing to your
mates, that oranges are a great in between games food (even when they are sour). You have learnt to
cheer on the opposing team and most importantly you have discovered the joy of having a great time
playing football together. Thank you, we have loved watching you play.
Players: Felix Capon-Redman, Alex Dufty, Oliver Livingston, Will McKeown, Noah Weston-Cole.
Coach: Karen Dufty

Manager: Jacqueline Weston-Cole

U6 Monkeys (non-competition)
Well done and congratulations to the U6 Monkeys on a fantastic season. The Monkeys had an
enjoyable season together that saw their confidence and teamwork develop, along with their
friendships with each other.
Every child improved their football skills as well as their ability to work as a team over the course of the
season.
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A very special thank you to our coach, Andrew, for his dedication to the team at training and his
guidance and enthusiasm at the games. Thanks to all the supportive parents and families who braved
the cold weather on Saturday mornings to enjoy watching the awesome Monkeys in action.
Go the Monkeys!!
Players: Ben Coster, Micah Elia, Isla Field, John Lau, Kate McIlveen, Oliver Musgrave, Conor
O’Grady.
Coach: Andrew Elia

Manager: Sky Lau

U6 Numbats (non-competition)
Training and game day has been great fun for us, and I must thank all of the families involved for
helping out when needed and always encouraging all teams from the sideline. The aim is always to
help the kids learn in a fun environment, and we’ve seen great improvements in the skills of all the
players, and had many fun training sessions along the way. Team Goal celebrations have been a
highlight for those on the sidelines - high 5’s, cartwheels and somersaults have featured at various
times!
Hamish – Has shown big improvements as the season progressed, and really enjoyed getting his first
goal.
Jacob – 1st season of football and has improved all his skills, tackling and dribbling are a big strength
in his game.
Georgia – Has learned to develop her close control this season, is a fearless tackler, and loves being
part of the Numbats, and encouraging the others in the team. Also responsible for the Numbats team
chant!!
Xavier – His first season playing, can hit an awesome long ball, and has improved hugely in control
and tackling because of his hard work in training, and his long range goals are always a joy to see.
Okani – Has really improved his footwork and his awareness of the game around him. Great defensive
ability and his dribbling and passing have improved heaps this year, resulting in some great goals.
Joshua – Uses his natural skills and ability so well for one so young. Has scored some great goals from amazing angles at times, and is always willing to tackle back and help his team mates.
Massive thanks also to Gill and Fiona for all their help through the season. You guys rock!
Players: Hamish Clark, Jacob Gilchrist, Georgia Holdsworth, Xavier Johnson, Okani Vaiomounga,
Joshua Wright.
Coach: Keith Holdsworth

Manager: Gillian Gilchrist, Fiona Wright

U6 Owls (non-competition)
2015 has been filled with fun for the U6 Owls. To our surprise our name changed from the U5
Numbats last year, to the U6 Owls this year. Whilst this took a little getting used to, it wasn’t long
before the kids had come up with their new team song – “Go owls, go owls, hoot, hoot, hoot”, repeated
over & over!
All of the players improved their football skills and their confidence has grown unbelievably.
The team is made up of mostly girls and many opposing teams were surprised at their fearlessness.
This beautiful team were always smiling.
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A big thank you to Wilson Douglas, Lila Bishop & Rachael Rowntree who helped train their younger
siblings and their friends each week. Your support and that of all of the parents has made this season
so much fun. Without a doubt the U6 Owls have had an absolute “hoot” this season.
Players: Seda Amputch, Owen Bishop, Tessa Brischetto, Lyla Douglas, Lexie Firth, Isobel Rowntree,
Daniella Stanley.
Coach: Belinda Bishop

Manager: Rachael Stanley

U6 Racoons (non-competition)
What a difference a year makes! A vast improvement in both the individual and team skills of the
Racoons was evident within the first few games, and this clearly had a positive effect on the boys’
enjoyment levels. This season some Racoons (Lachie and Harvey) entertained by scoring the first
goals of their short careers, while some of our more experienced goal-scorers (Ethan and Cooper G)
entertained with their EPL style goal celebrations, much to the amusement of parents and onlookers.
We had a new Racoon this year (Ashille) who was also new to the sport, and like a true Racoon he
slotted in easily and proved to be a solid goal-scorer. Angus’ new found enthusiasm for the ball
inspired the other Racoons this season, and proved very rewarding for his parents and the coach. Not
to be outdone in the inspiration stakes, Cooper E’s pre-kick war cries, and positional instructions were
highlights of the games for parents and players.
It was a pleasure to witness not just the development of the boy’s football skills, but also the
development of their personalities, their friendships, and their senses of humour. Many thanks must go
to the coach, management staff, and all of the parents, for helping this wonderful group of boys enjoy
themselves at training and on Saturdays.
Players: Ethan Banks, Ashille Bazire, Cooper Edwards, Cooper Golby, Lachlan McAlpine, Harvey
Rhodes, Angus Wills.
Coach: Matt Rhodes

Manager: Jai Edwards, Sandra Edwards

U6 Tigers (non-competition)
Another great season of football from the U6 Tiger ‘Cubs’. The skills and friendships that began in
2015 grew and strengthened throughout the season. This year there was no overhead planes stealing
the boys’ attention off the ball, instead they were focused on the game at hand and as a result their
ball skills and team spirit improved.
As a test of our endurance again, the Tigers powered on through broken arms, colds and flus, not to
mention the trials and tribulations of school. This didn’t deter them, rather, this made them stronger
and more determined to play as a team and score goals.
As they developed confidence and courage in their attack and defence skills their games improved.
Thanks again to our coach Steven for his guidance, support and ever present patience (although
tested at times) and our substitute coaches Alena and Marty. Thanks also to our parents for their
support and encouragement throughout the season.
Over all it was a great season! We look forward to another fabulous one in 2016!
Players: Leonidas Anderson, Jacob Barbour, Henry Beames, Lachlan Billiards, Joshua Croucher,
Hayden Morrissey, Tyler Walker.
Coach: Steven Anderson
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U6 Wolves (non-competition)
What a great first season for the Under 6 Wolves. Our Wednesday evening training sessions were
ably lead by Coach Steve Taylor who showed great and genuine care for the boys and focused upon
generating a fun atmosphere in order for the boys to develop a love for playing the game. This does
not mean the boys were not expected to focus on developing their skills and in fact they improved
significantly as individuals and a team as the season progressed.
Throughout the season they developed their skills and demonstrated improvement in playing as a
team including passing, defending and goal scoring. Brydan showed lighting speed in attack often
outflanking the opponents to score a goal. Luke showed great improvement developing the ability to
both defend and pass the ball to his team mates. Liam likewise increased his ability to pass as well as
his stamina to play for longer periods of time. Toby displayed an excellent propensity for defending the
ball and passing it long distances to team mates and improved significantly in this as well as his
attack. Hugo also developed his ability as a team player, passing the ball and attacking the goal.
Daniel increased his desire to play for longer periods of time and significantly improved his focus and
skills in passing and defending. Matthew went from not wanting to play a whole half to being
enthusiastic wanting to play showing great improvement in attacking the opposition goal, passing the
ball and defending his own goal.
Our boys developed fair play and respect as they built friendships through spending time together
playing and training. The commitment of the parents of the boys in helping out and turning up each
week is very much appreciated and the manager particularly thanks Tim for stepping into the manager
role on a couple of Saturday matches. The willingness of all the parents to assist at the BBQ and
washing the team shirts was fantastic. I look forward to continued fun times with the boys of the U6
Wolves playing together in future.
Players: Brydan McLeod, Luke Minard, Liam Murphy, Toby Roediger, Hugo Strickland, Daniel Taylor,
Matthew Watson.
Coach: Steve Taylor

Manager: Brad Murphy

U6 Zebras (non-competition)
A great season of play with improvements in working as a team and sharing the ball with team mates.
It has been wonderful to see all the children’s confidence and abilities improve.
This was Justin’s first season of football and he steadily developed confidence and skills. Ben was a
power machine and moved the ball fast and shared it with his team mates. Robbie made use of the
ball, having good control and kicking many goals. James showed a greater confidence in himself and
was more involved in each game. Elise had lots of fun and was a fantastic support on the field, to all
the players. Noah had more ball control and higher accuracy with his kicks.
Many thanks to the parents and grandparents who supported the children each week. Thanks to
coach Vince for his guidance and patience on the field. The team were fortunate to have a young cocoach, Sam, who trained the Zebras, showing them new skills and made training lots of fun. Especially
when they were superheroes!
Well done to all the Zebras for having fun and showing great sportsmanship.
Players: Ben Cassidy, Noah Edwards, Elise Hurley, Robert O’Brien, James Rafter, Justin Sykes.
Coach: Vince Hurley

Manager: Carolyn Edwards

Co-Coach: Sam Edwards
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U7 Alligators (non-competition)
Despite a disruptive season the Alligators had an enjoyable one. The team was made up of some
boys from last year and a couple new to the game. All the boys played really well as a unit and there
was a vast improvement in the skill levels of all of them, whether it be: in scoring a goal, dribbling and
passing, or in tackling and defending their goals.
There were many highlights but the one that I remember the most was when I was relieving for the
coach one week and one of the boys, Cooper, got all of the boys in a team huddle, myself included,
and he set out a plan, that involved everyone in the team to pass the ball to each other and then for
him to score the goal. This brought a number of laughs from the parents and when they got on the
field the boys realised that only 4 of them were allowed on the field at once and it wasn’t long before
the plan was quickly forgotten. This illustrated the camaraderie and fun that the boys showed, not only
to each other, but to their opposition each week.
A special thanks to Jon, the coach, for his time, dedication and patience in training the boys and
preparing them for the game each week. Thanks also to all the parents for your support, dedication
and, most of all, your cheering from the sidelines.
Players: Quinn Fryer, Benjamin Harrison, Matthew Hawkes, Cooper Henderson, Tobias Ritchie, Blake
Weinert, Samuel Wright.
Coach: Jon Wright

Manager: John Harrison

U7 Bears (non-competition)
Thank you to all the boys in the U7 Bears, it has been great fun coaching again. The boys have kept
me on my toes this year as they continue to improve their football skills and try to manage their onfield antics. Thank you to Lyn for stepping up and managing the team. This was Lyn’s first year as a
manager and she has done a fantastic job, particularly rotating the boys on and off the field which I
know can be such a difficult job. Every player has continued to develop their own skills and learn to
work with each other creating a great little team.
Seth has gone from strength to strength again this year, running with the ball and getting around many
opposition players, Seth I know there are more goals to come. Josh has had an outstanding season
being able to run the ball from anywhere on the field, his big kicks have helped him score goals from
anywhere, Josh is ready for the bigger fields. This was Tom’s second season with the Bears and he
remained our quiet achiever, his defence and tackling have been a real highlight. Will continued to be
the backbone of the Bears this year, always reliable in defence and finding that elusive goal when it
was needed. This was Hugh’s first year playing football and he has come along in leaps and bounds,
never afraid to take on other players and kicking the ball harder and further every week. Ashton’s
speed and skill have continued to grow this year making him a difficult player to beat, Ashton could be
defending at one end of the field and in a moment be scoring a goal at the other end. Another great
year for Max too, scoring many great goals and increasingly working as a team player learning to pass
the ball at the right time.
Looking forward to 2016, bigger fields and team. We are ready!
Players: Seth Abel, Ashton Anderson, Joshua Budd, William Ford, Max Leach, Hugh O’Connor,
Thomas Ward.
Coach: Lachlan Leach

Manager: Lyn Ward

U7 Cougars (non-competition)
Another outstanding season for the U7 Cougars. We have been very proud to watch week after week,
the team dynamic growing stronger, skills becoming sharper, emerging crosses and passes and
cracking goal scoring.
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Each week at training the boys put their whole hearts into trying their very best and it has been very
evident that they are listening when they perform as well as they do every weekend. They all show
great sportsmanship, and give each other encouragement and support.
Thankyou Cougars for another enjoyable year, watching you grow, improve but most of all, having fun.
And also a big thank you to the parents of Cougars who get the boys to training and games each and
every week and share the excitement and encouragement from the sidelines.
Players: Lachlan Hurley, Alexander Kerkham, Bailey Rutten, Riley Sinclair, Ryan Tosatto, Hamish
Weir, Jackson Whitfield.
Coach: Craig Weir

Manager: Charlie Tosatto

U7 Dingoes (non-competition)
The U7 Dingoes have enjoyed their football this year. Amelia C, Emily, Alex and Liam had played
together last year and were joined by three players starting football this year, Annalise, Riley and
Amelia P. Every week the team got to know each other better and improved all aspects of their game.
It wasn’t long before the U7 Dingoes were able to play competitively and confidently.
The team is strong in defence with some exceptional goal saves. The Dingoes worked hard at
developing goal scoring skills. Most players were able to score a goal or two throughout the season.
Most importantly the team have enjoyed playing football this year.
Players: Annalise Blattman, Amelia Crouch, Liam Dale, Emily Dougherty, Amelia Peake, Alex
Renneberg, Riley Todd.
Coach: Peter Crouch

Manager: Edda Keskula

U7 Emus (non-competition)
The Under 7 Emus are an awesome little team! We welcomed Harry back into the fold this season and
he slotted in comfortably. Since coming together in the Under 5’s the Emus have developed in
confidence, ball skills and team work. This season saw many more goals in the net, passing among
team members and a stronger defence. Each individual player has shown tremendous improvement,
contributing to exciting games each week.
Thank you to our Emu parents for your sideline enthusiasm and commitment during the season
through training and shirt washing.
Thank you to Pete Dempsey for guiding the Emus at training and around the pitch each week. Good
luck to everyone in the Under 8’s next season!
Players: Lainey Beames, Connaugh Dane, Cameron Dempsey, Thomas Larkin, Kalarni Smoth, Harry
Weeks.
Coach: Peter Dempsey

Manager: René Dempsey

U7 Foxes (non-competition)
The U7 Foxes have enjoyed a great year of football! Everyone learned many new skills and played
with enthusiasm and a willingness to learn.
One of the key things we learnt was to find open space to pass the ball. From there we learned to use
the field and create a faster game. Each player became an integral part of the team taking turns
forward as a striker or back in defence. Several players proved to be excellent midfielders, always
looking for the open person to pass to and able to change the direction of play easily.
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As with all sports it takes two teams to play a game. This includes a team of kids on the field, and a
team of parents, coaches and association volunteers who all chipped in and made for a fun filled
season.
Players: Stephanie Brown, Hayden Cservak, Gabriel Devine, Matilda Emmanuel, Ewan Leslie, Archie
Livingston, Oliver Trinh.
Coach: Nick Devine

Manager: Rob Leslie

U7 Jaguars (non-competition)
What an amazing season!
The boys came together for the first time and instantly bonded. For all the boys it was their first time
playing football. They were very excited to start playing and trained hard all season, braving the cold
and wind, learning new skills, gaining confidence and building friendships...and their fitness.
On game day they turned up excited to show their skills. As soon as the whistle blew they would
always try their best and have fun. It was exciting to watch for everyone...from Bowen shooting and
scoring goals and defending left to right of the park, to Ryan and Malakai taking opportunities to
defend and score, the team were coming together as one.
Each week the team grew stronger and stronger, from Aadyn shooting and scoring consistently as
well as awesome tackling, to Riley, Lachlan and Jeremy's growing kicking and defending skills, they
became a team of mates who played in the true spirit of football. The team was a pleasure to coach.
The team would also like to thank the parents, grandparents, family, and friends that came to cheer
and support the team throughout the season, especially on the cold wintery training nights. Also we
would like to thank Sarah for her dedication, time and effort to the managerial role this year.
Bring on 2016.
Players: Bowen Batchelor, Ryan Brown, Lachlan Clarke, Aadyn Hoare, Malakai Keyes, Jeremy
Kolos, Riley Spinks.
Coach: Chris Batchelor

Manager: Sarah Spinks

U7 Kangaroos (non-competition)
This season, the mighty U7 Kangaroos, in their yellow jerseys, were always the brightest young stars
on and off the field. An excitable bunch of kids, it didn't take them long to find their football legs and
give it their best every weekend.
Under the calm and kind guidance of Heath our fantastic coach, each child had a chance on game
day, to feel like a football superstar.
The support from parents this season has been great, with all parents offering enthusiasm and kind
cheers of support, to ours and other teams.
The Mighty Kangaroos!
Players: Leo Borg, Maddison Maher, Matthew Minard, Max Perkovic, Olivia Prior, Christian
Sophokleous, William Valentini.
Coach: Heath Borg
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U7 Lions (non-competition)
No report submitted.
Players: Jessica Brandjes, Draedyn Chevor, Liam Clink, Preston Mamo, Jacob Pospischil, Jamie
Sharp.
Coach: Brett Chevor

Manager: David Pospischil

U7 Sharks (non-competition)
The Under 7 Sharks are a group of friends from school that decided to play football together for the
first time this season. During the season they got the concept of working together as part of a team as
well as being friends. Zane came out of his shell after a few weeks and could run the length of the field
and kick goals off both feet. ‘Nemo’ (Edward) enjoyed a fullback position and waiting at the back of the
pack to clean up a loose ball. Felix used his big kick to send the ball up field away from our goal.
Micah showed good pace and ball skill and a competitive spirit on the field. Joseph showed little selfpreservation when running in to get the ball off the opposition and would take on anyone. Zoe
developed a lot of self-confidence during the year, keeping up with the pack - she was our prettiest
player! Denzel could kick the ball up into the air and over the other teams head from kick-ins.
All over the entire team’s football skill developed throughout the year as they began to learn how to
pass the ball, defend and score a goal. The children enjoyed their training nights and a game of dodge
ball at the end of training as a reward for training well.
The lessons of friendship and teamwork are an important part of our team and as a coach I was lucky
to get to know the children and parents this year. Thank you to all.
Players: Zane Alderton, Edward Carr, Felix Hurley, Joseph Jacobs, Micah Roberts, Zoe Roberts,
Denzel Wallace.
Coach: Michael Alderton

Manager: Lisa Carr

U7 Tigers (non-competition)
2015 saw another fun filled year for the Tigers. After losing William as a player at the end of last
season, we were pleased to welcome our newest player, Miss Ella Danks. This year saw the Tigers
really come together as a cohesive group, under the fantastic guidance of Super Coach Mick. Big boot
Maddie stayed true to form with her massive kick offs. Caitlin tackled this year with new found
enthusiasm and was really giving everything a go. Scoring machine Jack was on fire at the goals and
Lachlan, once again was one of our most consistent team member putting his head down and getting
the job done. Harry’s team spirit and eagerness was present every single game he played and
Macauley skills as a football star got better every week. Ella fitted in really well with her new team
mates and quickly picked up the rules of football and the drive to be a Tiger.
Special thank you to all the WONDERFUL Tigers parents, with special mention to Allison who stepped
up as assistant Manager while Holly was away and Nathan for taking on Coaching duties when Mick
could not be with the Tigers either.
Also a big thank you to Anthony for cooking the best sausage sandwich’s for the kids at training each
week.
See you next year. Go Tigers!!!
Players: Ella Danks, Macauley Down, Jack Leahey, Maddison Machon, Caitlin Murphy, Harrison
Stevens, Lachlan Todd.
Coach: Michael Down
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U7 Wolves (non-competition)
What can we say about Season 2015.....if it could go wrong, it did!!! With all the issues that plagued
Summerhayes and SUFC, the U7 Wolves still had a fantastic year filled with fun and football.
Our little guys welcomed a new player into their team this season and Cooper quickly made friends
with the rest of the gang and they all played like champions. The remaining players, who had been
mates since pre-school have now spent 2 years together and their skills showed how much they had
learned and improved under the guidance of their coach, Craig Davies. Thank you, Craig for your
dedication and patience.
Again this year, The Wolves were supported by Diana and Michael Camilleri of Donut King, Winmalee
with weekly awards and delicious donut incentives so thanks must go to the Camilleri's.
Thanks also must go to the parents of these little guys, who continued to provide fruit and treats each
week as they supported each player in their champion efforts.
Where will the Wolves be in 2016? Only time will tell if there will be a re-muster as an U8 team.
To the Committee of SUFC, the Wolves say thank you! You have all had an incredibly tough year but
your support has never wavered. Congratulations to you all on a fine effort.
Players: Cooper Brown, Zac Carr, Oliver Davies, Benjamin Giannakis, Samuel Moore, Christian
Ramos-McNeil, Patrick Smith.
Coach: Craig Davies

Manager: Linda Byrne

U8 Black (non-competition)
Congratulations Black Lions! You have had a fabulous season playing on a larger field and introducing
goalies to your game. You have all developed your skills and abilities and showed what great
sportsmanship, friendship and determination you have.
This season Ayden, Alex, Kane, Philip, Max and Myles were joined by Coen, Cohen and Lochie. From
the moment the boys took to the field in March they were a force to be reckoned with. Throughout the
season all the boys have scored goals, saved goals, passed, dribbled and tackled. The boys proved
themselves to be a strong defensive team. A big thank you to our Coach and wonderful group of
parents and supporters. From the refereeing, whistle blowing, canteen and BBQ helpers to the training
and coaching responsibilities we are very lucky to have you all.
This season our team suggested their own end of season awards.
And the Players Choice Awards go to:
Ayden for being one of our best dribbler, shooter and fastest.
Alex for being one of our best tackler, defender and fittest.
Coco for being one of our best shooters, tacklers and defenders.
Cohen for being one of our tacklers, dribblers and goalkeepers.
Kane for being one of our best goalies, shooters and dribblers.
Lochie for being one of our fittest, best tacklers and dribblers.
Max for being one of our fastest, fittest and best dribblers.
Miles for being one of our fastest, best passers and shooters.
Phillip for being one of our best goalies, shooters and passers.
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It has been a privilege to watch the team grow throughout the season, the way they celebrate each
play and goal together is wonderful to watch. We look forward to another great season next year.
Players: Maximus Anderson, Ayden Balson, Alexander Billiards, Kane Griffiths, Coen Johnston, Miles
Latham, Philip Matic, Cohen Misztal, Lochlan Wilkins.
Coach: Steven Anderson

Manager: Alena Anderson

U8 Blue (non-competition)
2015 will go down as a very disrupted, yet very successful season for this group of boys, bringing tons
of excitement and joy to their families and friends who packed the sidelines of every field each week.
A full squad of keen players meant game time was highly sought after and we fielded a competitive
team week in week out, who enjoy a lot of success on the field, scoring at an average of 6 goals per
game.
The boys started to gravitate towards their preferred positions, but regularly backed up to support the
team showing some great skill and foresight and often football brains beyond their years.
A big thank you goes to the parents who were constant supporters of the team, getting the boys to
every game, supplying endless oranges, cheers and encouragement.
To the club committee members and age co-ordinators, your regular updates and efforts to find
opposition during forfeited rounds and keep the boys on the paddock is very much appreciated and we
thank you for helping the season tick over.
I’m sure all the boys will be itching to return to a stronger, faster, skilful and exciting 2016 season.
Players: Lachlan Dempsey, Harry Ghata, Mathew Hall, Frano Hirst, Peter Koulouris, Gareth Roberts,
Flynn Steinhoff, Jeremy Taylor, Aiden Wade-Ferrell, William Weir, Hayden Willingham.
Coach: Dale Wade-Ferrell

Manager: Felicity Koulouris

U8 Green (non-competition)
This year saw a renewed focus on passing and attacking football. The boys trained and played
throughout the year as a team. The improvement in the ball control and passing was extremely
enjoyable to watch as the boys were cheered on each week by their Gators support crew. Whilst
having a dominant season the boys worked hard to play with good sportsmanship each week. It is a
credit to all the boys that several opposition coaches made a point of thanking the team for their
sportsmanship and complimenting their passing and ball control skills.
To the Gator parents you should be proud of your child, each of them have shown a developing
maturity and very respectful attitude to the coach and his assistants. It has been a pleasure watching
the boys develop and a highlight watching many of those amazing team goals scored this season.
To the Gator boys well done on a fantastic season I am really proud of your efforts, practising and
dedication to working on your individual skills. I hope you enjoyed this season and hope to see you all
back in 2016.
Players: Jordan Banks, Kallen Boss, James Croucher, Zachary Filla, Samuel Graham, James
Hinchcliff, Macklin Miall, Oscar Mills, Lucas Sawyer, Oliver Scurr.
Coach: Andrew Graham



Manager: Lee Scurr
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U8 Grey (non-competition)
A big step up from the tiny SSF fields to the much larger Under 8 field, and the kids were ready for it.
Old fashioned coach Glen was admittedly concerned when he discovered that he had four girls in his
team of eleven. This didn’t last long. Claire Williamson with her speed and skills and hunger for goals,
combined in attack with Mia Watson’s pure strength, speed and determination to prove a menacing
attack against any opposition. Meanwhile, Ellie Penserini found her mojo in the defensive line and
never took a backward step. Tiny Montana Barry showed true courage in some of the defensive
challenges she entered and won as both as a defender and a goalkeeper. Many an opposing coach
would comment at the end of each game on how impressed they were with my four little warriors.
The boys were certainly not to be outdone. Rory Cole, our specialist left-footer proved not only to be a
formidable sweeper but also chipped in with some great goals throughout the season. Jack Reynolds,
ever reliable with his fearless tackling helped to bolster this defence. William Cusack showed some
excellent ball skills and proved adaptive to playing anywhere on the field. Tobie Payens was
everywhere, his speed, strength and enthusiasm earning him the team’s nomination for the Little
Legends award. Finn McCaffery’s confidence and skill grew throughout the season as he took on the
role of goal setter-upperer, making Dad extremely proud. William Jones also hit the finishing line hard
showing how well he can move with the ball, naturally athletic. Finally, our speed machine Brendan
Golby combined this speed with a real desire to score to chip in with some very valuable goals
throughout the season.
Overall, I am extremely proud at the way the kids developed throughout the season. Thank you to all
of the parents for their support, and a big thank you to Sarah Reynolds who kept us organised all
season.
Players: Montana Barry, Rory Cole, William Cusack, Brendan Golby, William Jones, Finn McCaffery,
Tobie Payens, Ellie Penserini, Jack Reynolds, Mia Watson, Claire Williamson.
Coach: Glen McCaffery

Manager: Sarah Reynolds

U8 Maroon (non-competition)
This was the first year that our under 8 Maroons have played together and for most of our players their
first year ever.
We have had an amazing season with a gorgeous bunch of kids who we have watched throughout the
season become great friends and team mates.
Not only have they expanded their knowledge of the game they have also learned to love it.
I would like to thank all of our wonderful parents, without you this season would not be possible or so
easy to be a part of and enjoy.
But most of all thank you to our wonderful team Anna, Ashton, Bailey, Beau, Jacob, Josie, Olivia,
Peter, Tyler and Xavier, it has been a joy to watch you all grow into a great team who have put in so
much effort over the season but mostly to see smiles on everyone’s faces and watching you all enjoy
every game and every training session.
Our season may be ending but the friendships made this year will be remembered forever.
Players: Beau Atkins, Josephine Birtles, Tyler Gray, Jacob Kelly, Ashton McLeod, Peter Rheinberger,
Olivia Roberts, Bailey Stevens, Anna Stretton, Xavier Williams.
Coach: Todd Kelly



Manager: Melanie Kelly
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U8 Orange (non-competition)
This was a year of change for many of our players. Whilst most of the boys had played before, only a
few had actually played together. It didn’t take long before the boys got to know each other and a
great team and some good friendships were formed. It’s been great to see the boys learn new skills
and start to understand positional play. Many of them are starting to show strengths in particular
positions and they are all becoming more proficient in the technical skills of the game. We have
enjoyed our first year of playing other clubs and playing away games has been a particular highlight.
The boys work hard each week to earn the team trophy and take great pride when they achieve this.
A fun time was had each week at training. Along with learning new skills, a game of Bullrush was
loudly requested at most of our training nights. The players that attended the professional coaching
workshop really learnt a lot and had a great time. Despite missing some training mid-season due to
Summerhayes being closed, all was not lost as we still got together for an impromptu BBQ at the
Bernay’s family home. I think this was a great bonding experience for both the players as well as the
parents.
We look forward to continue playing next year, developing skills and building a stronger team. Thanks
to Springwood FC and in particular Glen McCaffery and Rene Dempsey for their support.
Players: Hamish Bernays, Robson Cole, Harry Greenaway, Jakub Grus, Thomas Iskov, Jett Lawson,
Mitchell Lonergan, Saxon Loomes, Brendan McMaster, Liam OLoughlin, Joshua Watkins.
Coach: Matt Lonergan

Manager: Jenny O’Loughlin

U8 Purple (non-competition)
What a year! 2015 has seen our team grow in so many ways. We were lucky enough to be joined by 4
new players who settled in perfectly. With our new fearless Leader Steve, our boys have all developed
their skills and come such a long way. The co-operation and team work improved weekly and we are
so excited about our future journey as a team. Watch out 2016!
In no particular order:
Brock – talk about putting his body on the line – 100% physical commitment always.
Angus – our secret weapon; always in the right place at the right time!
Justin – our top goal scorer and team motivator and mentor – amazing work!
Max – the smiling assassin! Max – you are growing game by game!
Caelum – stamina with a capital S! Always ready to move in the right direction.
Jack – A strong and consistent team member and all round great player.
Will O – a committed and focused player – we would be lost without your fine example!
Mikey – Unfortunately Mikey left us early on in the season and he was missed by us all.
Riley – What an energetic and smart player – always thinking 2 steps ahead of the game.
Zac – Always happy to try new things and with 100% dedication! Always growing!
William – our top goalie and a great support to all player. Wonderful work William.
And last of all Steve O’Connell – Thank you endlessly for your dedicated coaching this year. You have
brought our little men up to a whole new level. Words can’t express our gratitude for your commitment!
To the Committee members especially Rene, Pete and Glen; we would be literally lost without you.
Bring on 2016! Thank you for letting me be your manager. Rebecca.
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Thank you Rebecca, the most positive and inspiring manager a team could wish for. We all thrived on
your positive messages and your absolute dedication to team. Thanks also for washing the shirts
every week and doing everything else! Steve.
Players: Brock Ardouin, Angus Briggs, Justin Brooker, Max Friedland-Jaccoud, Caelum Hatch, Jack
Mohring, William O’Connell, Michael Papasotiriou, Riley Power, Zac Stanley, William Taylor.
Coach: Steve O’Connell

Manager: Rebecca Hulbert

U8 Red (non-competition)
Victors in every game this season, the Red's Daan Borg exemplified the team's enormous potential
with his sure footed dribbling and intelligent use of space. Focus in training paid off for Harrison Flook
with some excellent defensive work, strategic positioning and well weighted passing out of midfield.
Liam Moir topped off an impressive array of skills, including powerful running and killer passing with
the goal of the season a full blooded volley taken on the run from just inside the half-way line. Like
Besart Berisha at his most lethal, Caleb Goman's bravura now you see him now you don't display of
explosive energy stunned opposition defences into inertia all season. Meanwhile in defence Rhett
Goman's remorseless hunting instincts, greyhound like speed and decisive tackling annihilated any
opposition forays into the Red's defensive third. Utility player Oliver Savage approached each
footballing challenge this season with vim and vigour performing equally well at the back, in the
middle, up front and in goals. Versatility coupled with generosity and shrewdness in spotting and
passing to his team mates in space was also a feature of Jack Savage's relentless running game. Like
a turbo-charged jack-in-the-box Will Crighton's uncanny ability to pop up out of nowhere in the
attacking third left many an opposition goalie fumbling as the ball went whistling past his ears. Benji
Synnott's take on “o jogo bonito” this season included the rabona, the maradona turn, the rainbow
flick, the diving header, the scissor kick and a variety of post-goal celebrations which raised touchline
head shaking and smiles in equal measure. A natural ball player, Tommy Grodzicki impressed in
many departments with excellent dribbling, intelligent well-timed running, spot-on passing under
pressure, incisive dead-ball use and well-taken strikes on goal to name but a few. This season marks
the end of the exploratory phase of the game for the U8's, and they accomplished it with energy,
enthusiasm, imagination, irreverence and high good humour. On these solid foundations they're well
set up to take on the skill building challenges of next season. Go the Reds!
Players: Daan Borg, William Crighton, Harrison Flook, Caleb Goman, Rhett Goman, Thomas
Grodzicki, Liam Moir, Jack Savage, Oliver Savage, Benji Synnott.
Coach: Mike Synnott

Manager: Steve Grodzicki

U8 White (non-competition)
What a great year we have had! We added another four eager boys to our team who added class and
style to our already awesome team. I am very proud of all the boys, they have created lasting bonds
with each other, growing as football players and mates. Together they have scored almost 100 goals
for the season, this is a result of great teamwork and their ever increasing skills. Under 8 Whites you
made all of us proud as you approach every game with eagerness, drive, camaraderie and
competitive spirit. Let’s hope the boys stay together for years to come. A special thank you to Jacqui
for your work as manager and to all the parents for helping with shirts and ensuring boys get to
training and the games. Thank you Steve.
Players: Sebastian Archibald, Max Campaner, Declan Edmondson, Harry Farrell, Lucas Henderson,
Felix Mann, William Mudge, Lachlan Spencer, Seth Weston-Cole, Noah Wraight.
Coach: Steve Bustamante



Manager: Jacqui Weston-Cole
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U8 Yellow (non-competition)
What an exciting season for our U8 Yellow team! A big change this year with the big field, new players
and a goalie! The team improved tremendously over the season and hit the field with much
enthusiasm each week! A big thanks to our wonderful coach Dave and many thanks to our parents,
grandparents, aunts and uncles for all their support at the games each week!
Ruby - great improvement over the season!
Ambrose - always running and great goalie!
Hugh - wonderful defence and some fancy footwork!
Baxter - our top goal scorer!
Finn - wow! Can this kid run and a boot to match!
Finley - great attacking!
Alexander - some fancy footwork and a great boot!
Tully - a speedster and never give up attitude!
Oliver - top goalie!!
Lachlan - always in on the action and tremendous improvement over the season!
Klara - super passing and wonderful attacking!
Players: Ruby Bishop, Ambrose Capon-Redman, Hugh Driver, Baxter Ellem, Finn Hanvey, Finley
Heritage, Alexander Hovelmann, Tully McGrouther, Oliver Neill, Lachlan Steadman, Klara Trinajstic.
Coach: David Roach

Manager: Clarissa Driver

U9 Blue (non-competition)
U9 Blue. Formerly known as the ‘Crocodiles’ and Under 9 Black for a very brief amount of time at the
beginning of the season had an eventful year to say the least!
Elizabeth and Rose turned up to Registration Day thinking they will be in a Girls side, and their Dad’s
left an hour later as Coach and Manager of a mixed side!
Our first game was a thriller as the kids put in an awesome performance in beating a Blue Mountains
side that wasn’t to play again unfortunately! The undoubted highlight was “The Goal of the Season”
from Isaac, which proved hard to beat for the remainder of the year!
From there, we came up against some very talented and experienced opposition who had obviously
been playing for years, something our side by the last few weeks of the season, were starting to enjoy
themselves. This teamwork and growth in confidence in each other’s abilities saw some fantastic
moments during games as a result of all their hard work at training throughout the year.
We were amazed at the level of improvement in skill and confidence in each of the children to back
themselves whether making a tackle, a pass or even a shot at goal by the last few weeks of the
season.
Each player should hold their heads up high for the way they conducted themselves during games,
showing fantastic sportsmanship at all times, whether winning or losing. Handing out the Player of the
Week trophy was extremely difficult every game, especially the second half of the season when we
started to get a run of games after all the disruptions and the kids started to play more as a team
together.
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A big thank you to all the parents who helped out during the year, washing jerseys, giving some much
needed advice to a pair of rookie coaches/managers and, especially to Grant and Rachel for helping
out coaching the side the last couple of rounds of the season!
So many thanks again to all, we as Coach and Manager had a blast, and learnt a lot ourselves!
Players: Isaac Bailey, Caleb Bennett, Liam Carr, Jayden Cavill, Ashton Den hartog, Lucy Emmanuel,
Eva Hampshire, Elizabeth Kerkham, Rose Livingston, David Quinn, Trent Solomon, Samuel Todd.
Coach: Ash Livingston

Manager: Ross Kerkham

U9 Mauve (non-competition)
The start of the 2015 season saw a couple of players leave, the return of some old friends and some
new players join an expanded team of 11. After a stop-start beginning to the season the boys started
to gel as a team. Under the able coaching of Patrick the boys developed some greatly improved
individual and team skills. The players progressed into a well-rounded team with players starting to
find their natural positions on the field. One of the great developments was the boys’ improvements in
positional play and their ability to look for and find space and pass accurately to unmarked players on
the field. Some fantastic combinations developed as the season progressed. The players rotated
through a range of positions constantly to ensure everyone gained experience and understanding of
the role of differing positions on the field. As a team the boys were highly competitive on the field
throughout the season. In each game every player gave 110% which underpinned the teams’
competitiveness. To the boys, well done on a great season and we’re sure you’ll all be eagerly looking
forward to next year’s season.
Players: Jordan Campbell, Ashton Dobson, Caleb Dougherty, Samuel Haythornthwaite, Lachlan
Hildon, Aiden Machon, Liam Murphy, Jack Nicholls, Zane Palmer, Braeden Smith, William Tandy.
Coach: Patrick Campbell

Manager: Warwick Dougherty

U9 Orange (non-competition)
A big congratulations goes out to the U9 – Oranges. This was the 2nd year this team has played
together as a whole. The team worked on their passing and positional play most of the year with Aidan
and Liam being our reliable defenders. Our goals were well always well-kept thanks largely to Daniel
and Matilda. If Daniel wasn’t in goals you could always find him up front trying to score goals with
Thomas and Caitlin. Our midfielders were always running back and forth defending and attacking and
always keeping us in the game. Thank you to Bodie, Brooklyn, William and Jared.
A big thankyou also to the parents of the team who assisted and supported the team through the year.
Players: Aidan Anderson, Bodie Bennett, Daniel Brown, Thomas Cole, William Happell, Liam
Harrison, Matilda Holder, Caitlin Morel-Butterworth, Brooklyn Ritchie, Jared Shanks.
Coach: Guy Bennett

Manager: Peta Butterworth

U9 Purple (non-competition)
It has been another fantastic season for the U9 Purple team this year. The team had a couple new
faces this year. Will and Aiden joined in with zeal and have become integral members of the group.
The boys have worked together well, providing fantastic defensive strategies and enjoying every
minute they’ve had on the field. The sportsmanship displayed by all the boys in each game throughout
the season has been wonderful to see and reflects the character of these boys and the committed
work of their coach.
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It has been great to see the individual improvement in skills and confidence in all the players. They
have grown in their passing skills, have worked together well to anticipate and plan strategic plays,
have grown substantially in their game awareness and have had a lot of fun along the way. Training
sessions have been attended well and with commitment to improving and working together as a team.
Well done, boys!
Thank you to all the parents for your support and the players for making it a fun year, see you all next
season.
Players: Joshua Audley, Rowan Brischetto, Aiden Cook, Oliver Dickens, Jasper Douglas, Tate Firth,
Jye Mackin, Jasper Musgrave, Will Peake, Louis Short, Hayden Stretton.
Coach: Tony Firth

Manager: Catherine Short

U9 Red (non-competition)
It was a great pleasure coaching the under 9 Reds in 2015 and the season was a positive and
enjoyable experience for both players and parents. The skill level of the players kept improving as the
season continued and there was a happy and harmonious team spirit evident in the way the boys
conducted themselves on and off the park.
Elijah: Always showed his fine skills and trickery to bamboozle opponents. He was hard to stop.
Addison: Was like a vault at the back of the defence, nothing ever got past him and he showed a great
ability to read the game.
Cooper: Demonstrated a great attacking flair and was a constant threat to opposition defences.
Sebastian: He improved dramatically as the season went on and could often pop up just when he was
needed, making important tackles or passes.
Luke: He showed great control and excellent passing ability. He was always eager to be part of the
play.
Louie: He improved a lot throughout the year and often intercepted the ball and made important
tackles when he was needed.
William: He showed a great level of skill and versatility. He could play anywhere and was a vital part of
the team.
Declan: He worked hard on his shooting throughout the year and he was a great team player. Always
ready to provide an assist to his teammates.
Ronan: He showed a great level of improvement throughout the year and was always ready to get
stuck in to the game.
Alfie: He is in the mould of a typical centre forward, hard, fast, skilful and strong. He’s an almost
unstoppable force.
Fletcher: He possesses an amazing left foot. He was likely to score from anywhere on the field and he
delivered pinpoint crosses and passes with the greatest of ease.
Thank you to Carolyn, our manager, who was delightful to work with and always had everything
organised and running smoothly.
Thank you to the parents for supporting your lads, they are credit to you and your families.
Players: Addison Bradshaw, Cooper Budd, Sebastien Clark, Elijah Edwards, Luke Edwards, Fletcher
Gapes, Ronan Hurley, William Hurley, Louie O’Connell, Declan Power, Alfie Williamson.
Coach: Steve O’Connell



Manager: Carolyn Edwards
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U9 White (non-competition)
Our team this year was predominantly return players. They have shown much improvement since last
year and during the season. They are starting to grasp more the concept of team play, and better ball
handling and control. Although the season has been short and a bit ad-hoc, the players have enjoyed
themselves.
Players: Daniel Horton, Ayden Hunt, Nicholas Neil, Jonathan Peters, Julian Sypka, Lachlan Toohey,
Lachlan Waters, Thomas Wilks, Latraye Wilson, Latrelle Wilson.
Coach: Belinda Waters

Manager: Steve Peters

U9 Yellow (non-competition)
What another great year.
We welcomed 4 new players to the team this year, but it was fantastic that we retained most of our
players from last season. The new recruits settled in well and the team performed well in their second
season on the bigger fields.
It was really great to see the kids getting into another season and integrate with the new members of
the team.
Coach Chris as our Master Coach saw the team really step up again to the next level, developing on
their skills and team work. A BIG THANK YOU COACH!!
It was great watching the team learn and grow and keep building their skills. The kids have continued
to really bond well together and this shows with the great teamwork and friendships they have
developed.
Once again a big thanks to all the Mum and Dads, Grand Parents, Family and Friends who joined us
for the journey this year to cheer on the team. Thanks also goes to Pete, our resident referee who
joined us with some excellent whistle blowing skills. A big effort all round.
Thanks Team for another great year…Cheers…!!!
Players: Makayla Crouch, Patrick Dawson, Lachlan Golby, Regan Huggins, Isabelle Iversen, Joseph
Kitching, Alexis Owen, Orion Pick, Connor Rigney, Luke Roorda, Grace Smith, Riley Spinks.
Coach: Chris Roorda

Manager: Craig Huggins
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U10 Black (non-competition)
This team came together in the hope of having some fun and developing some skills along the way.
This they did whole-heartedly.
During training the team worked hard on passing, shooting and dribbling skills. On the field everyone
gave all they had, began to develop some understanding of positioning and enjoyed the many
victories that we had on game day. The team's sportsperson ship became more evident with every
game.
I would personally like to thank each and every player for the effort and commitment they displayed on
the park. The impassable defenders consisted of Jeremy Barker, Ryan Anu, Toby Cacchillo and Asa
Robinson. The marauding midfielders included Eliza Manners, Isabella Bonnici, Isabella Trinajstic,
Luca Penserini, Audrey Ellem and Tamsyn McGrouther. The frighteningly fast forwards were Sam
Crook, Finlay Hahn, Ash Irvine and Ashley Crighton.
I am genuinely grateful to each and every parent for the support they showed the team and their good
nature. Finally, the one person that kept it all together and without her there would not have been a
team, our manager Bec.
Players: Ryan Anu, Jeremy Barker, Isabella Bonnici, Tohby Cacchilio, Ashley Crighton, Sam Crook,
Audrey Ellem, Finlay Hahn, Ash Irvine, Eliza Manners, Tamsyn McGrouther, Luca Penserini, Asa
Robinson, Isabella Trinajstic.
Coach: Tulio Penserini

Manager: Rebecca Ellem

U10 Green (non-competition)
A season was had by the Under 10 Greens this year. A great team spirit was felt by the players at
every game, everyone supporting each other, playing their best and showing what good sports they all
are.
Vincent Applebee –His speed, footwork, passion and infamous headers made him a great asset to the
team this season.
Charlie Barrett – This season Charlie bought a hunger for the ball to every game, making him
formidable up-front, taking more and more chances to score as the season wore on.
Alice Bishop – Alice brought determination, tremendous skill and energy with her into the team this
season making her a force to be reckoned with.
Oliver Carr – A defender with a big boot, Oli (or Hollywood) showed focus and determination all
season, getting better and better with every game.
Max Hancock-Collins – With a real hunger for the ball, and his ability to stay back in the field to deflect
the ball when the opposition broke through saved our team on many occasions.
Filip Cruz – Our star goalie, Fil was always on the mark, putting his body on the line every game. A
great many amazing saves were made by Fil this season.
Max Jackson – With amazing footwork and on a mission to score a goal, Max continues to grow as a
great soccer player.
Dylan King – This year Dylan improved immensely, his confidence on the field grew every game
resulting in many great plays starting with him.
Brayden Lawson – A solid player on the field every game, Brayden improved in ball control and speed
this year making him an indispensable player in the team.
Samuel McGregor – Playing upfront, Sam brings a seemingly calm approach to the game – no matter
what came his way he always had it in hand.
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Amy Rowntree – Amy’s confidence grew and grew over the season, making her an invaluable team
member to tackle the opposition in the mid-field.
Madeleine Rummery – Maddie was a steady player who always tried her best, showing sparks of the
player she will become.
Ryan Taylor – Ryan showed great ball skills this season, which just got better every game, relentlessly
going for goal.
Players: Vincent Applebee, Charlie Barrett, Alice Bishop, Oliver Carr, Max Hancock-Collins, Filip Cruz,
Max Jackson, Dylan King, Brayden Lawson, Samuel McGregor, Amy Rowntree, Madeleine Rummery,
Ryan Taylor.
Coach: Dale Applebee, Adrian Hancock

Manager: Krista Applebee

U10 Orange (non-competition)
2015 was a particularly successful season for the boys. Again this year, the team had a number of
new players join and all grew in confidence and cohesion and by seasons end every boy showed
growth in their skills and team work. We had a very full side with 14 players at the start of the season
and only 9 on the field at any one time. Jett Reid who has played in the team for a number of years,
left us mid-season and we wish him well for the future. It is a great credit to Jon Wright our coach and
his patient and thoughtful approach that the boys worked so well together as well as building their
individual skills. As they move into graded sides next year they will be well placed to continue to enjoy
and grow in their soccer. A big vote of thanks to the parents and supporters who helped out when
either Jon or myself were away and always supported the team with passion.
Alex Wright: Alex had another outstanding season. He scored more than 20 goals and is a real danger
to any defence. He is a very talented and skilful player and I have no doubt Alex will continue to grow
and expand his game.
Austin Boss: Austin is a tough, quick and skilful player. He scored many goals this season and never
gave less than his best in every game he played and was a very difficult opponent for the teams we
faced. Austin will continue to improve and I’m sure will be a very successful player.
Cohen Boys: Cohen further developed his passing and kicking game this year and he was good at
putting himself in positive positions to use the ball. Cohen is an excellent trainer who always listened
to advice.
Joshua Price: Joshua showed excellent progress this year. His passing, kicking and positional play all
developed strongly this season and his keenness in both training and games saw him as one of our
most important players.
Mason Cooper: Mason developed his ball skills and positional play as the season progressed. His
speed allowed him to be a very effective defender. He always listened and worked hard at training.
Wil Wrighton: Wil had a good season with his energy and commitment a positive part of the team. He
always did his best in any position on the field.
Elijah McGlenchy-Gildea: Elijah had a solid season with a number of games in goals as well as in the
field. His passing and kicking game continues to develop as does his positional play.
Oliver Rizzuti: A new player to the team this year Oliver proved to be a skilful player who developed
his vision and passing game as the season progressed. He is also a very capable goalie whose agility
and quick reactions saved many goals. A very good trainer, he was always alert to learning new
aspects of the game.
Thomas Rizzuti: Also joining the team this year Thomas is a fast and skilled player with a powerful
kick. His passing and positional play improved throughout the season. Another good trainer he always
tried to put into practice what was learnt in training.
Kyren De Stoop: Another new player this year, Kyren proved to be a very determined and skilful
player. Equally at home in defence or attack he always gave his best for the team.
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Blake Stretton: Blake, also new to the team, developed all aspects of his game as the season
progressed. He always tried hard whether in attack, defence or in goal.
Sam Garner: Another new player, Sam’s skills and confidence grew every game and his enthusiasm
and very positive attitude were a great addition to the team.
Aled Young: Our final new player, Aled had little soccer experience before this year but proved to be a
very valuable player. Aled was particularly effective in defence demonstrating skills that would belie
his experience. He is also a very good ‘keeper.
Players: Austin Boss, Cohen Boys, Mason Cooper, Kyren De Stoop, Sam Garner, Elijah McGlenchyGildea, Joshua Price, Jett Reid, Oliver Rizzuti, Thomas Rizzuti,Blake Stretton, Alex Wright, Wil
Wrighton, Aled Young.
Coach: Jon Wright

Manager: John Gildea

U10 Red (non-competition)
The 2015 season was another great year. All the children played for the love of the game and were
gracious in victory and defeat. The majority of the team sticking together from the previous season
meant that the team got straight into the season.
We welcomed Emanuel who was strong all over the park, including keeper, and just loved to get on
the field, Darian who showed his ability to get in the right place at the right time in defence as well as
passing some great balls in attack. Jarvis who ran all day and showed flare in attack and perfect
timing in defence and James returned from a year off and slotted into a natural defender role as well
as pulling off some great saves at keeper. Owen showed real determination this year and got more
involved in the play only just missing out on scoring a couple of times. Zoe showed every game what a
ruthless defender she was as well some beautiful passing when playing in the midfield. Declan again
showed that he just loves the game. He was always reliable in attack and defence on any side of the
field. Cam moved from wanting to defend from last year to wanting to attack most of the time. He
scored some brilliant goals this season and was able to carve through the defensive line. Joel was
awesome this year with his speed scoring some great goals as well as somehow getting in the
defensive line to save so many more. Scott was the complete package this year. No player could get
past him and his passing game was beautiful to watch. Lachie was again superb with his ability to
pass the ball anywhere he wanted it to go and also scored some beautiful games. His timing of kicks
was impressive to watch. Ben showed more assertiveness this year and won the ball most times in
one on one situations. He was very unlucky with so many of shots this year being saved by miracle
saves. Sam showed great ability all over the park with his lovely left foot crosses and some awesome
work as keeper. Matt showed great skills throughout the season and scored some beautiful goals both
individually and from the end of team efforts.
Players: Emanuel Borg, Owen Edwards, Sam Ford, Joel Golder, Zoe Leach, Scott McLenaghan,
Declan O’Riordan, James Pollard, Ben Robertson, Lachie Smith, Matthew Sullivan, Cam Trotter,
Jarvis Wraight, Darian Zunic.
Coach: Richard Ford

Manager: Deb Robertson

U10 White (non-competition)
Well here we are at the end of the season. Time flies when you’re having fun.
The first thing I'd like to say is what a great bunch of kids I had this year. Even though the team was
overfull the kids took it in their stride and enjoyed every minute of their football. Most of the team had
played before and it was great watching their skills develop and improve into the next level. We also
had some new players who continued to grow each game.
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We had some ups and downs this year but the kids always came off the pitch with a smile and a story
to tell.
I would like to thank all the parents for your cheering on the sideline and for your encouragement of
not only your children but all the kids on the team. I'm sure some weeks the cheering made them feel
like they were playing for Australia.
I would like to say a huge thank you to Mick who had a system so that every one of our 14 players got
the same amount of game time every week. Trust me it wasn't easy when he wasn't there and I had to
work this system out. I would also like to thank Kim for supplying fruit and chocolates every game.
Thanks for a great year and for making the coaching job an easy one. I wish all the kids good luck
next year for their first year of grading.
Players: Cameron Bodkin, Keanu Bowman, Evan Davey, Texas Down, Jaxon Fraser, Harry Gilchrist,
Molly Jones, Chyna Moore, Chelsea Muller, Riley Pagitz, Wilkin Payens, Anastasia Sawyer, Gabriel
Valle, Julian Wright.
Coach: Megan Gilchrist

Manager: Mick And Kim Down

U11/1 (non-competition)
No report submitted.
Players: Zachary Brown, Nathan Della Libera, Mali Haynes, Xavier Haynes, Finian O’Connell, Ethan
Power, Oliver Rheinberger, Lachlan Tarleton, Jack Thomas, Owen Webster, Reuben Young.
Coach: Joshua Tarleton

Manager: Yvette Thomas

U11/2 (non-competition)
If nail-biting excitement is what you want out of your soccer game, then this is the team to watch!
With players willing to put their bodies on the line and a cheer squad of parents who have been
unrivalled in their support, U11 Div2 has been the team to beat.
Tom proved that he was able to score from all sorts of positions on the field (even including where his
coach wanted him) while Brady has developed an uncanny ability to get himself into the right position
at just the right moment, gently coaxing wayward balls into the goal.
Ella and Hamish have run the wings with skill and determination, moving the ball forward and
astounding the opposition with their speed and ability. Combine this with Oliver W who seemed to
have the ball on a string, regularly carving through the opposition and finishing perfectly, and you have
the makings of an unstoppable team.
Michael has played his part each week, pushing the ball forward and scoring regularly including a
magnificent header early in the season. Reilly has moved around the field in an amazing display of
speed, proving to be a blur that rips through the opposition, scoring before they knew what hit them.
Jasper is our quiet achiever always steady and consistent in our back line, providing support for both
our goalie and midfield. While on numerous occasions we have been saved by Diesel’s huge kicks
which have allowed us to turn defence into attack.
Dylan has been our ‘man on the move’ playing with the forwards, mids and defence during the season
with a flair that depicts his love of the game, while Blake’s determination and skill have made him an
irreplaceable member of both our back and mid lines. Players like these have allowed the team the
flexibility to adapt to our opposition.
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We have all begun to think that Oliver M was born with goalie gloves on, arriving at training, games
and photos with them firmly fixed to his hands. He has been an essential part of our team.
After starting out the season as a newly formed team, it has been a pleasure to watch them pull
together and enjoy their soccer. While not every match has been won the team has shown a
determination to always play their best!
Well done, you have made Saturday games the place to be!
Players: Thomas Brischetto, Michael Dillen, Riley Fryer, Blake Heron, Brady Leehy, Ella Lynch, Oliver
Middleton, Diesel Moore, Dylan O'Flanagan, Jasper Taylor, Hamish Thomas, Oliver Weeks.
Coach: Ryan O’Flanagan

Manager: Judy Dillen

U11/3 (non-competition)
No report submitted.
Players: Jordan Hather, Bailey King, Jomei Love, Joseph Lovett, Finn McDonald, Declan McKay,
Patrick Robinson, Marcel Schwarz, Isaac Selwood, Bailey Soloman, Dexter Stretton, Dylan Watt.
Coach: Peter McKay

Manager: Melinda Morris

U11/4 (non-competition)
It’s hard to summarise a season in just a few words, but it’s easy to say one thing, at least: thank you!
Thank you to all of the U11/4 players – Tim and I are so proud to have had the chance to work with
you again throughout this season, and of the way you have all developed, both individually and as a
team. And thank you to the parents who have – as ever – supported us so strongly.
The start of the season saw a few changes, with three of our long-serving players moving to the Div 2
team, and two new team members, Holly McIlveen and Seb Cook, joining us.
The team gelled quickly, but after a positive start, some momentum was lost through a combination of
adverse weather, a forfeited match and the temporary closure of Summerhayes (plus the usual breaks
for school holidays). However, by the final few rounds, the team were playing their best football yet,
demonstrating real improvement both in their skills and in their understanding of the game. We may
have ended up on the wrong side of the score line on a few occasions, but it was a pleasure to watch
the team play.
As always, Tim has done a fantastic job as coach this year, demonstrating his great enthusiasm and
working patiently and diligently with the team in teaching them to play the game the way it should be
played.
A few words on each player…
AJ: goals galore, silky skills, a great combination of passion and flair;
Hallam – the rock in central defence, great intuition… and (at last!) that goal in the final game;
Kaydi – outstanding goalkeeping, so many amazing saves, plus those huge throw-ins;
Seb – tireless running, boundless enthusiasm and great vocal support;
Wilson – excellent defence, speed demon, great goal kicks and corners;
Lachie – the midfield general, dogged as ever, giving his all every week;
Holly – fast, strong and determined, a goal machine in waiting;
Jack – strong running (with long strides!), big kicks, and great flexibility;
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Nate – the big man, mazy dribbler, fearless, invincible;
Charli – great reflexes in goal, tough at the back, speedy and instinctive up front;
Oliver (aka Shorty) – great tackles and clearances from left- or right-back, a big leap in confidence
Last but not least, thanks to Mel, Kel and everyone else who provided fruit and laundry services!
Players: Oliver (AJ) Alves-Jones, Hallam Baker, Kaydi Christie, Sebastian (Seb) Cook, Wilson
Douglas, Lachlan Goodman, Holly McIlveen, Jack Mein, Nathanael (Nate) Mott, Charli Settree, Oliver
Short.
Coach: Tim C. Jones

Manager: Marcus Baker

U11/5 (non-competition)
Despite a slightly disjointed season due to circumstances outside our control, the boys have had
plenty of fun and provided good entertainment to our loyal band of supporters. Our main objective for
the season, apart from having fun was to ensure that the kids developed their skills and understanding
of the game in what is their last year before they go into full competition and full size fields next year.
We can now confidently say that this objective has been achieved as all the players have shown
significant improvement since seasons start.
Players such as Thomas Kirschner, Jye Cooke and Kallum Dawe have vastly improved their skills this
year, with Thomas developing into an excellent defender, Jye showing versatility in a few positions
and Kallum scoring his first goals for the club this year.
James Dehombre, Conor Cox, Joel Knott and Bryce Skinner provided the backbone of the team with
excellent consistency every week, while Conna Taylor, Jaedon Lotz, Connor LeBreton and Mason
Evans provided the X Factor with some excellent performances during the year,
The main source of satisfaction for the management team this year has been the fantastic attitude of
the players and supporters every week, whether the boys were winning or losing, all the games were
played an excellent environment. Should the group continue developing in the same manner as this
year they will be become a fine bunch of young men that will be a valuable asset to their club and a
source of pride to their families.
Players: Jye Cooke, Conor Cox, Kallum Dawe, James DeHombre, Mason Evans, Thomas Kirschner,
Joel Knott, Connor LeBreton, JaedonLotz, Bryce Skinner, Conna Taylor.
Coach: Trevor Cox

Manager: Jeff Kirschner

U11/6 (non-competition)
The Under 11/6 came together at the start of the season and quickly adopted the name ‘Sixers’.
Throughout the year the Sixers have worked hard on their individual games, but most importantly have
learnt the value of teamwork.
Whilst, playing in a non-competitive competition, the team has had an amazing season result wise.
(Played 14: Won 10, Draw 1, Lost 3). A definite highlight was an 8 game winning streak.
As the year has progressed each player has found a playing position that seems to suit their natural
abilities, and as a team have developed into a very formidable opponent.
Atkins, Oscar (Striker/Goal Keeper)
Oscar rotated regularly between Striker and Goal Keeper this year. If he was not scoring goals, he
was making saves in goal. His footwork also went from strength to strength as the season progressed.
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Bernays, Harrison (Striker/Left Mid)
Harry, or ‘H’ to his team mates, was known as the ‘Everywhere Man’ - often popping up in covering
defence from Striker or Mid Field. Harry produced many scintillating attacking runs, and was our
leading goal scorer this year (with 17 goals).
Budd, Maddison (Right Back)
Maddy is a solid defender and really enjoyed playing in the back line this year. Throughout the season
she grew in her ability to jockey a player to the corner of the field, and then successfully take the ball
off them.
Durie-Fox, Angus (Back/Goal Keeper)
Angus was a determined defender, and also starred as a goalkeeper - with many fine saves this year.
Unfortunately he missed the second half of the season after breaking his arm (in a non-soccer related
accident).
Galluzi, Liam (Striker)
Liam loves to get the ball up front, and put many big shots on goal - regularly testing the opposing
goalkeepers, which resulted in a number of goals for our team. He also achieved solid improvement in
his ball control this year.
Mallin, Ben (Mid Fielder)
Ben’s tenacity often saw him chasing and competing for the loose ball. He scored a number of goals
for the team, and delivered some great passes from the mid field up to the strikers throughout the
season.
Marshall, Aemon (Goal Keeper/Mid Fielder)
Aemon was our first half goalkeeper all year, and produced some of the most spectacular saves this
season. He was also a tenacious mid fielder, and would actively attack the ball when the opportunity
arose.
McMaster, David (Centre Back)
David is a reliable and formidable defender. He has consistently shown great organisation of the
backs this year. Notwithstanding this, he also excelled and scored a number of goals this year.
Salisbury, Daniel (Back/Striker)
Daniel has a strong kick and has consistently demonstrated his ability to clear the ball in defence –
making him a valued member of the defensive line. He has also used this strong kick to score a
number of goals throughout the year.
Savage, Ellie (Right Mid/Back)
Ellie has really grown in confidence this season. She had no fear in challenging the opposition from
both the mid field and the backline, and was always eager to pursue the ball.
Walker, Ryley (Mid Fielder)
Ryley showed great ball control, especially in the middle of the field when surrounded by the
opposition. His ability to navigate and beat the defence often resulted in breaks into the open field, and
also saw him score a number of goals.
Players: Oscar Atkins, Harrison Bernays, Maddison Budd, Angus Durie-Fox, Liam Galluzzi, Benjamin
Mallin, Aemon Marshall, David McMaster, Daniel Salisbury, Ellie Savage, Ryley Walker.
Coach: Jonathan Mallin



Manager: Sharon Mallin
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Saturday Football – Competition Team Reports
U12/1 – 6th
The year started well then the rains came…. The team's inability to train became a major concern and
I believe put the team behind the opposition who were obviously training?
The numbers turning up to training was an issue at the start of the season but gradually improved until
all available players were training for the last two games. The first of these two games they took it right
up to The Premiers Colo FC who beat them 2-1 but were unlucky not to have drawn or won as they
definitely had Colo FC on the ropes at the end of the game hitting the bar and the goalie making an
amazing save, diving high and tipping the ball over the bar. The following game they convincingly beat
Saint Claire FC 3-1
The Team: Capt Leo Campaner, Vice Capt Nicholas Sharp, Ollie Davidson, Jaiden Bes, Samuel
Edwards, Caleb Frost, Joseph Iversen, Miles Lidster, Eamonn Luchetti, Alwyn Madox, Luke Major,
Owen Miller, Mitchell Smith and Ethan Szmytka all showed continued improvement and I feel are
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ready to go very well next season. And all showed a great Fighting Spirit and great Sportsmanship
and a willingness to learn.
All players came up to me after every training session and every game shook my hand and thanked
me for coaching them.
This team continues to improve and hopefully do very well in the coming season.
I wish to thank the parents and Jackson Saunders and Eduardo Campaner who assisted and
managed the team.
Coach Dave Perry Under 12 Div 1 “Forward Momentum"
Players: Jaiden Bes, Leo Campaner, Ollie Davidson, Samuel Edwards, Caleb Frost, Joseph Iversen,
Miles Lidster, Eamonn Luchetti, Alwyn Madox, Luke Major, Owen Miller, Nicholas Sharp, Mitchell
Smith, Ethan Szmytka.
Coach: Dave Perry

Manager: Eduardo Campaner

U12/2 – 7th
This was another first year for the boys playing as a team. The sportsmanship of each player was
outstanding and I was proud to see them each week getting in there, having fun and being great
sports no matter which opposing team they were playing. The boys had a rocky start to the year
learning to play as a team but as the season progressed the boys got better at knowing each other’s
strengths and weaknesses and had a strong end to the season. The passing game of the team was
outstanding, it was great to see them pass the ball out wide and then cross back in to the goals. The
players were Riley (great all-rounder with a deadly right foot), Liam (fast in attack and finding the loose
ball), Matthew (strong goalie, and defender), Zach (strong defender), Liam (strong defender), Connor
(great centre midfield), Matthew G (strong midfielder with a deadly left foot), Jack (great midfielder),
Blake (strong in defence and good attacker), Kaseko (strong defender), Zac (good attacker ready for
the pass forward), Aidan (good at running down the line and crossing the ball), Ollie (good at running
down the line and crossing the ball), Rhys (great all-rounder, ready to play in any position), Lachlan
(strong midfielder), Kyuss (great all-rounder, ready to play in any position).
I’d like to thank Liz for all the hard work she puts in as manager, keeping us all fully informed of what
is going on and where we are supposed to be. I’d also like to thank Marx for filling in as coach when I
was away, and for all the parents for the support and encouragement they have given the boys and to
Liz and myself. It is always a lot easier coaching a team when the parents are fully supportive and love
watching the boys have fun.
Players: Riley Burgess, Liam Campbell-Judd, Matthew Campbell-Judd, Zach Carvasiglia, Liam Curry,
Connor Edwards, Matthew Gilchrist, Jack Hunter, Blake Jones, Kaseko Mgaza, Zac Sampson, Aidan
Smith, Ollie Tebay, Rhys Williams, Lachlan Willis, Kyuss Winchester-Stewart.
Coach: Tim Gilchrist

Manager: Liz Hunter

U12/3 – 6th
No report submitted.
Players: Dominic Bailey, Jack Cullinane, Braedyn Dayman, Alex Gismondo, Logan Goffett, Lyam
Grayson, Noah Gyori, Louis Heritage, Matthew Hill, Samuel Johnson, Deyne Jones, Tom Peake,
Thomas Robinson, Trent Wallace, Alex Wydmuch, Goran Zunic.
Coach: Robert Higgins



Manager: Adam Wydmuch & Cassandra Dove
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U13/1 – 4th
It was a bit of a mixed season for the boys. The boys played some outstanding football highlighted by
their draw with the undefeated Glenmore Park, where they were unlucky not to get away with a win.
Only some lapses in concentration in a couple of games they were expected to win prevented them
from finishing higher.
When they were “on”, their passing game was fantastic to watch. Liam Stratford, Orlando Gilbert,
Cameron Hume and Jack Hunter provided some outstanding finishing up front. The midfield of Ben
Tracey, Ben Corne, Isaac Frost, Josh Sneesby and Aidan Willis worked tirelessly all year. Our backs
of Tom Hunter, Jack Graham, Aaron Stubbs and Daniel Zucak were outstanding in defence and also
at working the ball back off our own line. One of the standouts was our goalkeeper Lewllyn Lloyd who
showed amazing athleticism at times to pull off save after save. He also showed a huge improvement
with his kicking, highlighted by his penalty goal against Glenmore Park. It was a shame to have been
without Khye nelson-Hanss for a good part of the season due to injury. When he came back, his big
right foot and control at the back was a great boost to the team.
A huge thankyou to our coach Adam Corne, who puts in a lot of time and effort each week in honing
the boys skills and improving them as a team. His commitment to the boys and his passion for the
game cannot be questioned. Also a big thankyou to the parents for their cooperation during the
season and their ability to fit in with changing training times and venues.
Players: Ben Corne, Isaac Frost, Orlando Gilbert, Jack Graham, Cameron Hume, Jack Hunter, Tom
Hunter, Lewllyn Lloyd, Khye Nelson-Hanss, Josh Sneesby, Liam Stratford, Aaron Stubbs, Ben Tracey,
Aiden Willis, Daniel Zucak.
Coach: Adam Corne

Manager: Peter Tracey

U13/3 – Premiers
No report submitted.
Players: Ford Atkins, Alec Burchell, Thomas Ford, Hunter French, Logan Heron, Connor Hogan,
Harley Howell, Justin Kralj, Matthew McLintock, Glen Mitchell, Alex Priora, Alexander Roorda, Cooper
Selinger, Jack Sparkes, Joshua Taylor, Aleksandrs Titovs.
Coach: Geoffrey Kennedy

Manager: Jeffery Burchell

U14/1 – 3rd
Watching these boys week in week out was a real privilege. Their effort in every practice session was
translated into great match day performances full of grit and determination. Playing a very attractive
pass and move game and often dominating possession, the boys came very close to being Premiers,
leading the comp with one game to go, but fell just short at the final hurdle.
The team was built around a solid defence, conceding only 11 goals in the 17 games played during
the regular season and finals comp. With Hamish steady in goal – remarkable, given it was his first
season of soccer. The defence, led by our captain James who at times also played in midfield and
attack; was joined in the back line with Jarrod, Tom, Jeff and Oli who were all superb. The midfielders:
Lleyton, Aiden, Andrew and Connor were the reason we dominated possession in most games while
our strikers: Jack, Riley, Izzy and Max were always full of running.
Thanks to our amazing parents and sponsors for your continued support with special mention to
Russell for his boundless energy and enthusiasm, his magic spray bottle and endless supply of Mars
bars and oranges (as the healthy alternative). Thanks to Glenn our cameraman – we’ll all be saving up
for a Segway for you to use next season. Thanks to Janine for all the emails and last minute text
updates arranging all those training sessions when the lights went out, making my job as manager so
ridiculously easy!
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Final thanks to our wonderful coach Pat. The measure of success for any team is what transpires on
the field, and what you were able to achieve with these boys through your tireless efforts each week
was remarkable and you should be very proud of the team you have built.
Players: Lleyton Agius, Oliver Clancy, Andrew Davey, Aidan Dugdale, Jeffrey Gismondo, Jack
Hawkins, Thomas Keith, Izmaillah Ouedraogo, Max Peters, James Roberts, Riley Thompson, Connor
Thorpe, Hamish Wesley-Smith, Jarrod Wilson.
Coach: Pat Agius

Manager: Kelvyn Peters

U14/3 – Premiers
WOW!! What a season. In the words of Freddie Mercury, “We are the Champions”.
The team finished the competition with 11 wins, 2 draws and only 1 loss, an extraordinary effort
considering we started the season with seven new players.
Each player brought their own set of skills to the field. Our defensive backbone consisted of our Goal
Keeper Jordan “Casillas” De Stoop - his quick reaction time and dramatic diving saves, Preston
“Walker” Dinning - his remarkable speed, Caleb “Baines” Grima - a reliable force with his all-round
skills, Luke “Piszczek” Renneberg – who played a strong tackling right back and dabbled in the striker
position, David “Azpilicueta” Palm – fast paced with skilful feet, Adam “Ramos” Richardson – a strong
centre back with a height advantage he easily intimidated his opponents.
Our midfield was made up of Luca “Henderson“ Segedin – hard working, always looking for
opportunities, Blake “Pirlo” Tester-Bailey – a playmaker finding space where there was none, Zac
“Cazorla” Wise – extraordinary at keeping possession, Kit “Hernanes” Balnave – a defender pushing
up into the midfield could run the legs off anyone.
In the wings we had Brendan “Hazard” Hill – superior dribbling skills and quick feet, Jarod “Sterling”
Hughes – phenomenal pace and an impressive boot, Ben “Sanchez” Lewsley – his superior ball
control and accurate passing.
Strikers for the team were Jordan “Costa” Jones and Adisen “Reus” Wright – both with an amazingly
strong kick, often landing in the top corner of the goal mouth, certainly worthy of an EPL highlights
reel.
A big thank you to all the parents, family and friends who came to the game to support the team and a
special mention to Lai-Mun who each week supplied halftime sustenance….you’re never too old for
oranges.
To Ian “Mourinho” Hill, the teams coach, we couldn’t have done it without your game knowledge and
experience. Congratulations on leading a rowdy bunch of teenagers to victory.
Players: Kit Balnave, Jordan De Stoop, Preston Dinning, Caleb Grima, Brendan Hill, Jarod Hughes,
Jordan Jones, Ben Lewsley, David Palm, Luke Renneberg, Adam Richardson, Luca Segedin, Blake
Tester-Bailey, Zac Wise, Adisen Wright.
Coach: Ian Hill

Manager: Renee Richardson

U15/1 – 3rd
After several years of helping out, I finally decided to take on the coaching role this year. Having
known many of the boys for many years, some even since they were 5 or 6 years old, it was a great
opportunity to coach this group.
We welcomed back some familiar faces as well as several new faces. From our first training session, I
outlined my expectations of the team, as well as my expectations from each individual. The new boys
all settled in very quickly and in no time we were ready for the start of the season. I was fortunate to
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have a squad of versatile players, who I could utilise in various positions throughout the season,
particularly to cover injuries or players away.
We started the season with 4 wins from our first 4 games. We came up against Mulgoa who were also
undefeated, and have been the benchmark side for the last few years. Even though we lost, I feel this
was the awakening we needed. From then we picked ourselves up, the effort at training started to pay
off, and we began playing some excited football resulting in some fantastic results. Some of the 1 and
2 touch play was exceptional.
Throughout the year, we experimented with various playing formations, which was adaptable
depending on the opposition. With 3rd spot on the table secured, our focus was now to the
Championship series. We knew that we would be facing Mulgoa in the last of our round robin matches
for a spot in the Grand Final.
Our first round match in the series was against Henry Lawson, I emphasised to the team that we had
to score as many goals as possible, because the final round could come down to goals for and
against. We had a really good training session that week, and I knew they were up for a big game.
The boys played some sublime football at stages, the team work and transition from defence to attack
was just fantastic, with all the boys working well together and supporting one another. The reward was
a 10-1 win. The second week we had a bye and waited to see what the result was between Henry
Lawson and Mulgoa. Mulgoa won that game 5-0. This meant that Mulgoa had to beat us in the last
round. This was exactly the position that I was hoping for.
Game day came, with our decider against Mulgoa. The game lived up to the expectation. We
controlled the ball well and were creating chances and were finally rewarded with a beautifully worked
goal which had the home team rattled. We took the 1-0 lead into half time, knowing very well that they
would come out fighting. Mulgoa levelled with about 20 minutes remaining. They got their second with
just under 15minutes left, which was the final score in the end.
I was very pleased with the way the boys kept up the fight to the end, and were almost rewarded with
an equaliser. The effort and teamwork was a feature throughout the season, and it was a privilege to
have coached this team. They were a fantastic bunch of young men, and can be very proud of the way
they conducted themselves as representatives of Springwood United Football Club.
Firstly I would like to give a big thank you to Clive Bradshaw for giving up his time and taking on the
manager’s role. I really appreciated his contribution and support throughout the year with the running
of the team.
I would like to thanks Dani Hancock for covering the Manager’s role while Clive was jet setting
overseas.
Lastly, I would like to thank all the parents for getting the boys to training and to the games, I am sure
the boys enjoyed your support from the sidelines.
Hope to see you all back again next year.
Players: Ben Allan, Daniel Bradshaw, William Brazier, Matthew Bird, Liam Clifford, Ashley Corne,
Adam Hancock, Marcus Harrison, Leon Lynch, Nicholas Pasilow, Samuel Patterson, Ben Paul, Jesse
Rheinberger.
Coach: Craig Harrison

Manager: Clive Bradshaw

U15/2 – 10th
No report submitted.
Players: Ko Boeser, Liam Carvasiglia, Liam Dalley, Toby Frost, Jeremy Hume, Samuel Lockwood,
Max Ong, Benjamin Pout, Felix Swane, Louis Tebay, Matthew Walker, Ethan Wallace, Joshua
Waters.
Coach: Kieth Walker



Manager: Bruce Paul & David Waters
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U15/3 – 3rd
No report submitted.
Players: Oscar Adams, Isaac Breia, Wilson Dowling, Bailey Ellis, Samuel Heritage, Timothy Hurley,
Callum McKay, Nicholas McMaster, Ryan Nightingale, Jack Prineas, Nicholas Sirmais, Joshua Smith,
Callum Thorburn, Jarrah Tuckerman.
Coach: Graham Ellis

Manager: Ken Nightingale

U16/1 – Premiers
The journey for this team started in 2004 when the bulk of the boys started their football careers at
Springwood United. The culmination of the next 12 years in the game was a championship well
deserved.
Sudden death In to the last six games of the season, the boys had to win them all, and they did so
with courage, conviction and a steely desire to succeed. That they did it by beating their arch rivals
Glenmore Park, in a come from behind, must win last game of the season was a fitting finale to a
stellar and memorable year.
A squad of just 13 in a tightly contested division, a broken arm early on that forced a reliance on
upgrades didn’t dampen the belief in these boys. They have done themselves, their families and the
club proud by bringing home the title in a way befitting the clubs’ ethos of ‘united in sport, uniting the
community’.
Special thanks to Julie Anne Maguire for managing the team, marshalling the game day necessities
and always offering a supporting hand. Thanks also to all our upgrades, without your contribution we
would not have gone this far (Marcus, Liam, Ben, Ryley, Tom & Daniel).
Lastly, thanks as always to the club committee members, volunteers and parents. Without all these
things the club does not exist.
On to the Champion of Champions in September. Thanks lads, now go at ‘em like greyhounds!
Players: Callum Bagatella, Jeremy Barbuto, James Boidin, Zachary Comfort, Julian Maguire, Kieran
McDonald, Aiden Morgan, Ryan O'Flanagan, Aidan Richards, Jackson Saunders, Ben Sneesby, Ryan
Tait, Domenic Torcasio.
Coach: Bryan Richards

Manager: Julie-Anne Maguire

U16/3 – 3rd
What a privilege to coach such a great bunch of young men. As the season progressed they grew in
stature and displayed attributes which was reflected in the manner they played and conducted
themselves on and off the pitch. The spirit within the team was akin to our diggers fighting in the
trenches; not playing for themselves but playing for each other. Many times I saw the boys digging
deep and achieve results which displayed how strong in character they are.
The beginning of the season brought about mixed results however once the boys found their feet they
built momentum. The second half of the season saw them win a majority of their matches, securing
3rd place with 3 matches remaining, which was their final resting place in the competition. Despite
finishing 3rd, the team scored more goals than any other team in the competition!
However, the team had some unfinished end-of-season business, the Championship Series Finals.
The momentum from the competition overflowed into the finals and they went through the preliminary
matches undefeated, maintaining clean sheets, to secure a place in the final against St Marys Soccer
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Club. The team were triumphant winning 2-0! It was the icing on the cake to a wonderful season. It
was very satisfying to see the boys enjoy the fruits of their labour.
Here is a snap shot of the team’s highlights package for season 2015:
Daniel Bosley – scored a 40 metre goal from a free kick against St Marys Convent. I don’t know who
was more surprised, Daniel or the goalkeeper.
Tom Falconer – scored a hat-trick against our nemesis Penrith Rovers. He still wears the smile on his
face.
Ollie Freame – captain courageous and led from the front, which was good going considering he
played in defence.
Kieren Holder – followed up last season’s 25 metre volley-goal with another identical goal against St
Marys Convent.
Gerard Holman-Lee – consistent defence; like a gatekeeper shutting down attackers that dare to enter
his domain.
Ryan Leehy – almost scored his first goal of the season with a 30 metre effort in the final. It was just a
shame the goalkeeper got in the way.
Simon Maher – scored a hat trick against St Marys Convent and a handful of doubles against other
unsuspecting victims.
Ryley Millar – maintained a clean sheet during the Championship Series Finals and always
courageous as the last line of defence.
Brendan Minney – scored another left foot volley, reminiscent of last season’s effort, against St Marys
Band Club.
Michael O’Hare – scored a slide-in-the-mud goal against St Marys Band Club. He still can’t get the
mud stains out of his shorts.
Luke Porter – scored a goal in our first and last match of the season. However it was the last goal in
the final which he will remember the most.
Scott Sharp – used his deadly left foot to score a 25 metre screamer against St Marys BC. Just as
well the goalkeeper never saw it otherwise it would have knocked his head off.
Brendan Vittozzi – ran the length of the field against St Marys BC and mesmerised the goalkeeper to
put one in the net.
Braydon Wells – deserves an “A plus” for effort for his attempts to score a goal. He gave it fair shake
however the goalkeepers would not get out of the way.
A big thank you to Wendy our manager for keeping us all in check and the multi-coloured hair streaks.
Also, thank you parents for supporting the team and being a part of their success this season. Hope
to see you all next season.
Players: Daniel Bosley, Tom Falconer, Ollie Freame, Kieren Holder, Gerard Holman-Lee, Ryan Leehy,
Simon Maher, Ryley Millar, Brendan Minney, Michael O’Hare, Luke Porter, Scott Sharp, Brendan
Vittozzi, Braydon Wells.
Coach: Sean Leehy



Manager: Wendy Millar
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Female Football Team Reports
U12/1 Girls Black - 7th
The season proved to be a rollercoaster for the girls in what was always going to be a tough division
one. Their final placement in the league was not a reflection of how the girls played and the effort and
commitment shown by the girls.
The girls showed great team spirit and can be very proud of their performance playing entertaining
football with most of the games ending by a one goal difference with many of the games being
decided towards the end of the game.
It was always going to be a challenging season for the girls and they stepped up to the challenge we
had a hardworking and solid backline in Lauren, Rachel, Lila, Ellie, Georgia E and Abi. These girls
finished the season with less goals scored against them than teams above them on the ladder so can
be very proud.
Our midfield of Carla, Lucy, Charlotte and Amber played amazing football controlling the middle of the
park each week with all four girls finishing the year with great confidence well done girls.
Strikers – Georgia S, Hannah and Mia you girls were excellent upfront with Mia covering the backline
for part of the season she showed great ability in switching roles creating an exciting attack with
Georgia and Hannah. The girls were unlucky not to score more goals throughout the season but
played great football.
Goalkeeper – Anna was asked to cover goalkeeper early in the season and it was amazing to see her
ability in goals, she pulled off some unbelievable saves and ended up playing the majority of the
season in goals which helped the team greatly.
Overall girls you played your hearts out each week and developed strongly as a team it was a
pleasure coaching such a wonderful team and I hope next year you all come back and learn from your
experiences this season. Thank you girls it’s been fun.
Thank you to Belinda for managing the team and keeping us organised throughout the year and
thanks to Rob for helping out with training and managing when needed.
Lastly thank you to all the parents for your support in what was a great season I thoroughly enjoyed
coaching the team.
Before finishing this report the girls yesterday played in the championship finals playing a brilliant
game against St Marys. Unfortunately it was not our day and we went down 1-0. A great effort girls on
making the finals.
Players: Carla Adams, Lauren Bailey, Lila Bishop, Georgia Emmanuel, Amber Hurley, Lucy Jarvis,
Mia Leach, Hannah Montgomery, Charlotte Owen, Abigail Palm, Anna Porter, Rachael Rowntree, Ellie
Smith, Georgia Sroczynski.
Coach: Chris Hurley

Manager: Belinda Bishop

U12/1 Girls White – Runners Up
No report submitted.
Players: Ariel Czajkowski, Amelia Dennis, Tia Foley, Emily Hill, Ella Irvine, Kiarra O’Connell, Zoe
Peters, Emilee Schatzman, Annie Smith, Isabella Valle, Ellie Watson, Alexandra Whitfield, Alayna
Williamson.
Coach: Dion Valle



Manager: Janine Peters
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U12/2 Girls – 7th
The girls have had a terrific year, with their position on the table not a true reflection of how far they
have come since their first training session together. With some of the team having never played a
game of football before, the team gelled immediately and began developing skills and confidence.
They saved their best playing for their very last game, where they had their opposition on the back foot
the whole time, and were very unlucky to walk away without a win. Most importantly, the girls always
played happy!
Sia-Rose – came into the team half way through the season, but was confident early on and
developed some terrific skills.
Tallyne – gained her confidence and developed a big boot to get the ball out of the opposition’s half.
Her tackling improved immensely and she was a fantastic defender.
Claire – what a defender! Claire found her niche early on, and her defending skills went from strength
to strength.
Caitlin – demonstrated terrific leadership skills in both the forwards and the backs, giving direction to
her team whenever it was needed.
Audrey – her kicking accuracy and strength developed through the season, where she proved to be
valuable and getting the ball down the field.
Piper – played well and was always enthusiastic. Her kicking and passing improved greatly throughout
the season.
Eve – another player who found her niche. Eve has proven to be an outstanding goalie, always
fearless in her defence, and constantly dusting herself off after a dive with a big smile on her face.
Shae – after a nervous start, Shae played stronger in every game, and gained a huge amount of
confidence to take on opposition players who were much bigger than her.
Evey – showed skill and determination in every game she played. Evey was aggressive and energetic
in chasing down the ball and taking on the opposition.
Rose – her tackling and accurate passing was terrific in every game, with her boot getting stronger as
the season progressed.
Grace – constantly demonstrated an energy, enthusiasm, and speed. As the season progressed,
Grace became really good at reading the play of the game.
Kayley – always gave everything she had to each game, proving to be one strong young lady! She
took quite a few knocks during the season, but always got back up and finished the game.
Simran – this was Sim’s first season, and after a few nervous games she became more confident and
began developing her defence skills.
Demir – was always constant and reliable in every game she played. She always demonstrated
excellent passing and tackling skills.
Players: Sia-Rose Campbell, Tallyne Cassar, Claire Findlater, Caitlin Graham, Audrey Haynes, Piper
Hunter, Eve Hurley, Shae Hurley, Evey McLaren, Rose Miall, Grace Miller, Kayley O’Reilly, Simran
Sharma, Demir Vassallo.
Coach: Jason Ward

Manager: Lyndal Maloney

U14/1 Girls – 4th
2015 was characterised by the continued development of our U14 girls into very competent football
players. Through hard work and consistency the girls improved their football skills throughout the year
and experienced positive growth in all facets of the game. Learning the importance of structure and
positional play was a particular highlight, with our girls developing a thorough understanding of the
roles of individual players in relation to the effectiveness of the team as a whole.
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The girls also improved in their ability to “read the game” and anticipate what was happening on the
field in real time as each game unfolded. This gave the girls valuable insights into how to approach
their opposition in a strategic sense both in attack and defence, and ultimately led to creating more
opportunities to score goals while also diffusing potentially dangerous situations in defence.
Throughout the season, our girls gained a better understanding of themselves as players, and grew to
recognise and respect that each individual player performs strongest when playing in a position on the
field that corresponds well with their own natural abilities (and in some cases, to a certain degree, their
own character traits).
The girls learnt the importance of commitment and mental toughness, and were able to adapt their
attitudes well on the field when the situation required them to. For example, at certain times during the
season our girls were required to be more aggressive and to play with more physicality when faced
with opposition teams that were at times quite intimidating. Such characteristics don’t always develop
naturally with girls, but with a little practice, our girls were soon able to invoke their inner aggressor.
At all times this year the girls displayed a wonderful team spirit on the field, built on a foundation of
encouragement and respect for one another. In addition, the girls had an opportunity this year to learn
the importance of self-belief, growing to understand that when the chips are down, and the going gets
tough, belief in your own abilities can be the key to achieving success.
We are very proud of what the girls have achieved this year and look forward to watching them
continue to grow and develop as players in the future.
Players: Lauren Allen, Katherine Bettencourt, Chloe Chapman, Kiaesha Durie-Fox, Brittney Farrelly,
Elena Goudis, Maya Johns, Isabella Ligteringen, Lillian Patterson, Sarah Rheinberger, Annabelle
Ruskin, Madison Sroczynski, Marlena Thomson, Elizabeth Vidler, Sarah Whitfield.
Coaches: Matt Ligteringen and John Patterson

Manager: Tonje Akerholt

U14/2 Girls – 8th
No report submitted.
Players: Genevieve Blandin de Chalain, Jordan Chambers, Kathleen Crook, Charlotte Fenton, Sinead
Gordon, Siobhan Harrison, Kendra Haynes, Chelsea Jones, Isabella Luchetti, Emily McMaster, Anikka
Millar, Erin O’Reilly, Jemma Price, Astrid Sarazen, Holly Skinner.
Coach: Michael Skinner

Manager: Cath Rae

U16/1 Girls – 8th
Despite being a team made up mostly of girls turning fifteen, we were placed in division 1 so it was
always going to be a challenging season playing against older teams. Regardless, the girls always
showed great determination and commitment when they were on the park and some of the results
showed that this is a team of talented footballers.
Although our season somewhat petered out, the girls did show that we were closing the gap on the
stronger teams which is evidence that they continued to develop as individuals and as a group, which
is quite impressive considering the numerous disruptions that were experienced from weather,
injuries, the lighting and ground issues and the need to use four different coaches at various stages.
The biggest challenge for the girls was being able to field a full team each week and the girls who
played when we only had eight or nine should be immensely proud of what they achieved.
In a ten team competition we won four of our eighteen games however of the teams that finished in
the bottom half of the table we clearly scored the most goals.
Our forwards and attacking midfielders worked really well together and tried to move the ball around
on the ground. Kaitlinn, Brodie, Lily and Tamika scored some great goals and were well supported by
Mikayla, Summer and Natasha.
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Our defenders came under immense pressure but also performed really well. They were Erin, Jade,
Georgia, Dom, Niamh and Naomi. Big thanks to Olivia in goals who made many, many important
saves.
Ultimately the girls seemed to enjoy each other’s company and enjoy another season of football so
hopefully they all return next year for some more.
Players: Natasha Bettencourt, Naomi Driscoll, Brodie Hancock, Niamh Hanrahan, Olivia Hutchinson,
Erin Johnson, Jade Kralj, Summer Mabon, Tamika Pulbrook, Mikayla Robertson, Kaitlinn Rutland,
Dominique Sarazen, Lily Stubbs, Georgia Thomas.
Coach: Nigel Stubbs

Manager: Scott Driscoll

Senior Women's Football Coordinator Report

Well, what more to say than what a fantastic season of football for our senior ladies!
We increased our numbers on last year giving us 4 teams and just over 60 players.
The ever staying AAL Division 6 team, what better way to sum up the season than to use the wise
words of your coach Bryan “and to all the others with injuries, yes all of you, ice helps but I hear vodka
works wonders.”
The AAL Division 5 team had yet another successful year, moving up a division from last year and
once again finish as competition winners, congratulations ladies!
The AAL Division 3 team, an amazing result to finish runners up being a newly formed team this year
and in spite of the challenges of the season, well done ladies.
And the AAL Division 1 team, you ladies make me so proud to play with you, this year’s competition
and grand final winners, what more could you ask for in a team?
A big thank you to the coaches and managers of each team, we couldn’t do it without your support
and encouragement every week and to the members of both the Management and Football
Committees that keep this club running, the time and effort you all put in is so greatly appreciated.
Can’t wait to see you all again for season 2016!
Fiona Skrzypnik
Senior Women’s Football Coordinator
Springwood United Football Club
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AAL/1 – Premiers
What a top 2015 season, finishing a fabulous 1st in the best local women’s competition and winning
the Grand Final. Now onto the Champion of Champion (COC) tournament, a bonus for all and we
have no doubt you will do well so let’s go champs.
This is a well-balanced squad with depth in every department and this showed from early on, even
during the selection process. Everything pointed towards a very successful season and this is exactly
how the year panned out. 13 wins, 1 draw and no losses with 61 goals being scored and only 3
against, finishing 13 points clear at the top, winning the Grand Final and making the COC. Other sides
had trouble attacking us, because they had to contend with a very strong midfield and our ability to
score at will. Add to this a fabulous defence and the best female goalkeeper our club and district has
ever seen.
Every team member put in 100%, there were simply no weaknesses anywhere on the park. This made
team selection from the 16 members a difficult task for Coach, Stevie Jones. But he did this together
with player swapping during the game with thought and fairness.
Not once during the season were there any arguments, disagreements or harsh words, everything
was positive and supportive of each other, with many players being asked to play outside their normal
positions, which they did effectively and without complaint. A special mention should be made about
your honesty and sportsmanship. Teams enjoyed playing against you because you conducted
yourselves in a mature and professional manner, with many compliments coming from the opposition.
With Laura in goals, the defence was primarily made up of Jemma, Yvette, Fiona H, Natalie, Carly and
Georgia. Strong and determined to hold our goal intact, they did this extremely effectively.
The midfield formation was strong, organised and dominating. They were primarily made up of Amy,
Fiona S, Maddi C, Nicole, Lizzie and Tegan. Their possession and distribution enabled the team to
move forward effectively and stymy many opposition forward moves.
Up front, the forwards were generally Maddie T, Jess and Dani who gave the opposition defence
massive headaches trying to keep them away from their goal.
It is interesting to see that goals were scored by 12 of the squad, many from outside the penalty area,
making it very difficult for the opposition to contain.
All-in-all not only a very successful year on the field, but a year that has seen the maturity of the
players continue to grow, with communications between the support members and the players rise to
a new level of effectiveness. Thank you to all the girls for your promptness and politeness to
communications during the season.
A big thanks to the SUFC club officials, they all put so much in to the football at SUFC and ask for so
little in return, Guys you did an awesome job.
A special thank you goes out to Alyssa for fulfilling the role of (Assistant Manager), a role that she
learnt and took over with great effectiveness.
Thanks to all the players and of course the parents, friends and families.
A big thank you to Stevie Jones, coach, mentor, advisor and water boy. What a great season, your
impact has shown through, just look at the results! But more than that, you are responsible for the
growing maturity of the girls both in their play on the field and demeanour and team spirit off the field.
Thanks Steve.
Players: Jessica Bell, Maddi Carter, Lizzie Condon, Georgia Dunham, Tegan Haberman, Amy Harris,
Fiona Harrop, Jemma Jones, Natalie Meehan, Yvette O'Reilly, Carly Sandford, Fiona Skrzypnik,
Nicole Sloan, Maddie Todhunter, Laura Tredinnick, Danielle Wacher.
Coach: Steve Jones



Manager: Andrew Harrop
Assistant Manager: Alyssa Hartup
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AAL/3 – Runners Up
An amazing season with the girls finishing second in a very tight competition that came down to the
wire and if we had a little luck throughout the season we would have finished on top. The team
comprises of a variety of players with various experiences, skill level and ages with some having
played representative football, some with the club for many years and others only playing their first or
second season. The ages varied, and being a true gentleman I will not disclose the age of some of our
mum’s who were fantastic and blended with the younger girls, some still in high school. The
enthusiasm and keenness shown by all to listen and learn was a trademark within the team and
resulted in the terrific season.
The story of the season was being able to field enough players each week, sometimes short, or the
bare eleven but we showed how to play with skill, intelligence and true determination. We would fight
back to earn a respectful draw and hold on for a hard fought dominating win. Like some teams playing
in the all age competition, we have girls who would also be studying for school exams, studying at
university, work commitments and juggling family life, but we all had a great time and caused plenty of
heartache for the opposition who learnt they weren’t in for an easy game.
It was fantastic to see all the girls improve in some area of their game with everyone helping each
other and showing great support and encouragement. Once we had worked out who plays where and
each player’s strength we were off and running with no turning back and our winning streak kicked off.
A special mention to a few of the AAL girls who assisted the team by playing up on a few occasions
that proved vital with the lack of numbers for the game, big thanks from all the team.
Our manager Anja Minney was the vital cog in the team wheel that ensured that we knew where and
when we were playing, boost team moral at every game and would be a constant encouragement to
everyone. Thanks to Jim Carlile who stepped into coach the girls on game day when I was unavailable
and also provided valuable encouragement and assistance that saw the girls commence and maintain
a great winning streak.
Thanks to all the girls, it has been fantastic coaching you all and I loved every bit of it. We came
together short on players but have become the most enthusiastic and enjoyable team of the entire
club. As I would often comment on the side line “one game coaching this lot, ages me at least a
couple of years!” See you next year.
Players: Jessica Adams, Melinda Allan, Maggie Brook, Georgii Carlile, Janie Carter, Hannah Christie,
Meg Gasser, Amie Lichi-gherasim, Chloe Lynch, Heidi Lynch, Kiera Minney, Jessica Taylor, Katrina
Vlasic, Savannah Walker.
Coach: Craig Adams

Manager: Anja Minney

AAL/5 – Premiers
No report submitted.
Players: Jessica Cambourn, Sarah Carter, Karen Dufty, Michelle Edwards, Breianna Gilchrist, Megan
Gilchrist, Sue Hartup, Michele Kralj, Angelique Lynch, Cheryl Lynch, Jane Manners, Melinda Morris,
Sarah Reynolds, Marina Rowe, Leanne Smith, Louisa Weston.
Coach: Ken Dufty
AAL/6 – 7

Manager: Cheryl Lynch

th

The girls endured a tough year, filled with drama, injuries, illness and work commitments. We
struggled to put a full team on the pitch but when we did we were more than competitive. The year
was never with incident, often fun and worth every minute.
Special mention to Michelle O’Flanagan for playing on during serious illness, we’re all proud of you
and inspired by your courage and energy. And to all the others with injuries, yes all of you, ice helps
but I hear vodka works wonders.
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Lastly, thanks to Sue Dunn for marshalling things as manager and to everyone else for an often fun
and never dull year (now, can someone get Donna from the carpark, she needs to go on).
Players: Michelle Christie, Natasha Craig, Susan Dunn, Eva Gerencer, Annette Harrop, Casey Hartup,
Rhonda Jenkinson, Sharon Morgan, Michelle O’Flanagan, Jenneifer Paton, Donna Patterson,
Deborah Richards, Lauren Richards, Ingrid Wells, Lauren Wells.
Coach: Bryan Richards

Manager: Susan Dunn
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Male Football Team Reports
Under 18/1 – 5th
Venturing into Season 2015 and again starting the season with a squad mixed from several teams
was going to be a challenge. With a good start to the season in the first few games the signs of the
team getting off to a great start were promising, but as the weeks progressed we all learned very
quickly that the competitiveness of the U18 Division 1 competition was always going to be hard once
the challenges of injury, work and study commitments started to deplete the squad.
Throughout the season there was a group of dedicated players who turned up each week for training
and the games and kept chipping away even though the results on the field weren’t how we would
have liked them to be. If you were to review the competition ladder it wouldn’t do justice to how well
the team performed in some of the tougher matches against the top teams and the close results where
we just missed out on a result.
As the off field commitments tapered off and the squad numbers were back to a full complement for
the last few games of the season the players finished their season with some great football that for
effort, commitment and style of football played should have seen us get the results but unfortunately it
wasn’t to be.
As players if you can take the positive aspects of the season away as your memories from Season
2015 it would have to be the great football played against Emu Plains and Colo White the eventual two
finalists where we pushed them hard every game to earn their wins and showed what can be achieved
when a team works together, supports and backs each other up no matter what.
As some of the players finish their time in junior football and move onto senior football next year and to
some who still have one more year in junior football I hope to see you around the park next year and
for those whose other adventures of study and work will see them put their football aspirations on hold
for a while, I would like to wish them all the best for their future endeavours and hope to see you back
around a football pitch in the future.
Thank you to Sylvia who once again as Team Manager did a splendid job in managing the off field
affairs, keeping everyone well informed on everything they needed to know and taking on the role of
team launderer.
Thanks to Wayne for co-coaching, being there every week at training and games and the sound
advice and mentoring that was often required to get the team and myself through the challenges at
games and training.
Players: Will Boidin, Louis Boyd, Joel Carter, Mitchell Duncan, Daniel Erich, Brodie Gilchrist, Zac
Grima, Daniel McGregor, Patrick Moloney, Benjamin Ong, Jordan Ryan, James Sherriff, Callum
Stopford, Morgan Westley, Harrison Wittke
Coach: Chris Gilchrist & Wayne Moloney

Manager: Sylvia Ong

Under 18/2 Black – Runners Up
The 2015 season got off to a rocky start for the 18/2 Blacks with player availability, work commitments,
postponed and re-scheduled games meaning we struggled for continuity.
Once the initial issues were ironed out and we started to string some games together, the team really
gelled and some impressive combinations were developed. For many of this team it was the first year
that they had played together and they developed a strong bond and long term friendships were born.
From the back, Liam Borg and Dan Warrick shared the goalkeeping duties and did an outstanding job
recording several clean sheets throughout the year. Our backline of Connor New, Zac Davey, Bailey
Attard and Nathan Lewsley worked well as a unit with great cohesion, often appearing impregnable to
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opposing sides. Central midfield was brilliantly marshalled by Sam Fenech, Daniel O’Connor and
Gianni Sipione and it was from midfield that many of our victories got their foundation. The flanks were
manned at various times by Lewis Hughes, Liam Crawford, Alex Beechey and Pockets Hosking. This
proved to be a particular strength of the team as these players all had pace to burn. Up front, the team
employed a strong rotation policy with various players playing their role and Brendan Palmer-Brown
acting as our talismanic target man.
A skinny squad of 14 players proved our main obstacle throughout the year and on more than one
occasion we were forced to take the field with 10 and sometimes even 9 players. This meant many
players had to play extended minutes and often play through the pain of injury.
Overall, it was a very successful season. Each game was played with an excellent spirit and all
players conducted themselves with great sportsmanship.
Players: Bailey Attard, Alexander Beechey, Liam Borg, Liam Crawford, Zachary Davey, Samuel
Fenech, Angus Hosking, Lewis Hughes, Nathan Lewsley, Connor New, Daniel O’Connor, Brendan
Palmer-Brown, Gianni Sipione, Daniel Warrick.
Coach: Tim O‘Connor

Manager: Jim Borg

Under 18/2 White – 9th
The ‘2015’ season was a very engaging and fun year for myself and the team. It was a pleasure to
coach such an amazing group of developing young men. Although we did not have success through
victory on the field this year. This group has inspired each other to continue to grow and develop their
football skills and knowledge, some of the team hadn’t played football previously. The entire team has
showed amazing heart and sportsmanship throughout the year to not just show up each week but give
their best effort and play every game for 90 minutes every week!
Players: Morgan Burchell, Connor Byrne, Dean Camilleri, Jarrod Green, Luke Harridge, Simon Harrop,
Dean Hill, Tomi Huttunen, Samuel Ireland, Nicholas Johnston, Luke Kowald, Byron Lee, Jason Moore,
Alexander Rea, Harrison Wood, Jack Woodlands.
Coach: Matthew Brown

Manager: Gillian Harridge

AAM/5 – Premiers
No report submitted.
Players: Ian Brest, Brandon Daft, Aaron Driscoll, Jake Hankin, Bradlee Longley, Joel Nunn, Trent
O’Connor, Blake Rayner, Rhys Rayner, Bryce Robertson, Kyle Stanford, Luke Stanford, Brenton
Taylor, Alex Todd, Connor Toland, Jason Ward.
Coach: Jake Hankin & Rhys Rayner

Manager: Jason Ward

AAM/7 – Runners Up
No report submitted.
Players: Benjamin Adams, Nicholas Carlino, Andrew Farnham, Landon Gauld, Mitch Hankin, Samuel
Hickey, James Jansen, Nicholas Killian, Martin Levitski, Bradley Millevoi, Alexander Moore, Max
Peake, Glenn Temple, Joel Thompson, Samuel Walden, Thomas Winn.
Coach: Alexander Moore



Manager: Nicholas Killian
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AAM/9 – 6th
What to say about our year? Well, we turned up! With the most positive numbers on the training pitch
I've ever seen (from and AA side). Our results weren't there until the back end of the season which
was too late at that stage. We've had some laughs along the way and I hope everyone will be back
next year for round 2. Enjoy the end of season trip and the off season.
Players: Geoff Bailey, Liam Dalby, David De Chelard, Morgan Drake, Riordan Drake, Stuart Fox,
Nathan Gegg, James McArthur, Giles McLoughlin, Mark McLoughlin, Sean McLoughlin, Marc Munro,
Lachlan Way, Tim Wright.
Coach: Stuart Fox

Manager: David De Chelard
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O35/1 – 7th
In having finally reached the end of what seemed like a very long season, the results weren’t all bad
considering that season commenced, paradoxically, with what seemed like a very short talent list.
From the sidelines, expectations were, not unexpectedly, never set too high, but on the field, the belief
from the players was somewhat more positive. But, as the boots were packed away for yet another
year, the history books were being written to show that the sidelines were, unfortunately, the more
correct.
Sport, as we all know, is not about winning…and so it is that every single member of this team of triers
has earned themselves another wonderful participation award!! Take a bow you good things!!
To summarise the season, it is fair to say the hearts and emotions of both of our team supporters were
tested as they witnessed a rollercoaster ride ranging from 15-1 wins to 9-1 losses. This says
something, not only about the tenacity and durability of both our fans, but also about the team’s main
strike weapon…unpredictability.
The downs were, at times, a reflection of the devastating GFC. I realise that may sound extreme, but
with Tom Goudis at the helm and his trusty off-sider George Papasotiriou assisting to the best of his
ability, the Greek Football Crisis did take occasional hold.
Our highs, when we could not rely on raw talent, were generated through sheer guile and intelligence.
At the forefront of this intellect was, ironically, that Irishman Ciaran O’Flanagan. He showed, not just
on the field, but at any old trivia night, using that grey matter really supports the team. Christian Shaw,
likewise illustrated talent does not necessarily present itself in strength, particularly when you have
Gavin Morgan to ‘watch your back’.
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In the games that were a little more settled, it is not hard to see why this team showed glimpses of
relative greatness. You would ordinarily expect good solid play to commence with the rugged and
tenacious Craig Harrison, mixed with a heavy dose of Trevor Pride’s vast experience and a
widespread sprinkling of relative youth through the injection of Peter Dempsey. And funnily enough,
that doesn’t even include that ‘certain something’ brought to the paddock by Bruce Robins.
So, when we asked Chris Gilchrist what made this team……well, a team, his suggestion was one of
great leadership. ‘Good governance’ he suggested, as opposed to good skill. Sean Leehy and Nigel
Stubbs, on the other hand, whilst active members of the governance group, actually liked to add good
skill to their leadership abilities.
A final attribute to this team is one of inclusiveness and acceptance. Not only do we accept the
aforementioned Greeks and Irish, we even accepted a couple of flying Dutchmen Peter Monnink and
Justin Welbergen. As Dutchmen, they are used to coming second, and hence have settled in
beautifully to O35’s division 1.
Well played boys!
Players: Peter Dempsey, Christopher Gilchrist, Tom Goudis, Craig Harrison, Sean Leehy, Peter
Monnink, Gavin Morgan, Ciaran O’Flanagan, George Papasotiriou, Trevor Pride, Bruce Robins,
Christian Shaw, Nigel Stubbs, Justin Welbergen.
Coach: Tom Goudis

Manager: Nigel Stubbs

O35/3 – 8th
I think it would be an understatement to say this year has been challenging. To be able to play only
one game the entire season with our own team starting eleven has been disappointing. However that
said the boys this year showed tremendous determination and grit to play in adverse conditions often
with 8 or 9 players, with some of those carrying injuries. I think the team physio took a beating with two
sets of broken ribs, quad strains, knee strains and various other ailments. To Matty our goalkeeper
many games you kept our losses under double figures, given the season that has been a credit to you.
Many of the opposition and your team alike walk off in awe of some of the saves you have made. To
the on-field players thank you for your commitment in adverse circumstances. There was as usual
plenty of laughs to be had.
It would be remiss of me not to mention “The Ellis handball”, poor Graeme returning after a short layoff
confused the 18 yard box line with the sideline and decided to grab the ball to help the thrower, only
problem he was near the penalty box, quickly realising his error threw the ball as if to divert attention.
The raucous laughter could be heard by both teams.
A special mention to Macca for attempting a rescue for our team numbers with a late registration only
to injure himself also.
To those players that played as upgrades, we appreciative your efforts, particularly after backing up
for a second game.
To Brian who took on the esky management for a consecutive season thanks for your efforts you will
be sorely missed.
I look forward to playing with those returning next season just hopefully with reserves, lol.
Players: Graham Ellis, Matthew Frail, Andrew Graham, Graeme Horner, Matthew Luttrell, Peter
McKay, Barry Salisbury, Lee Scurr, Michael Skinner, Andy Smith, Brian Smith, Mark Tandy, Byron
Walker.
Coach: Andrew Graham



Manager: Graeme Ellis
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O35/4 – 6th
No report submitted.
Players: Craig Adams, John Baxter, Anthony Cavanagh, Michael Cini, Roy Clifford, Bradley Cook,
Alan Griffiths, Noel Lynch, Michael Magyary, Brogan Mulhall, Scott Palmer-Brown, Tullio Penserini,
Trevor Rowntree, Rory Shanahan, Derek Temple, Duncan Walker.
Coach: John Baxter

Manager: Jane Walker

Premier League 2 – 6th / Reserves – 6th
After a slow start forming the team, the season began optimistically with a new coach and a squad
comprising a good mix of returning and new players. Unfortunately due to competing priorities and
injuries a depleted squad, were left to tough it out for the season, without a coach. A core group of 1718 players (you know who you are) kept the squad going each week, playing two games back to back
on several occasions. By mid-season both keepers were lost to travel and injury, requiring on field
players to rotate through the goal keeping role. Some showed quality keeping skills…some not so
good.
Despite the trying circumstances, the team played some excellent football, with some exciting and
clinical goals scored, matching with the opposition for most games. Special thanks to Pat Bartush for
taking the lead to manage and guide the team each week. Well done to the survivors, who showed
great strength of character and maturity as team to play competitive football week. Thanks to our
supporting families and friends who shared the 2015 journey with us.
Players: Patrick Bartush, Ryan Blayney, Stuart Cooke, Brendan Cusack, Ashley Dickson, Joel Doran,
Ryan Elston, Robert Garland, Harrison Gill, Hessam Hami, Harry Hatton, Nicholas Kramhoft, Joseph
Labour, Luke Lehman, Jordann Lever, Iain Lynch, Jayden Magennis, Lucas Magennis, Zachary
Mcilvride, Dylan O'Brien, Alex O'Connor, Martijn Rixon, Mitchell Robson, Ciaran Rooney, Liam Sing,
Aidan Williams.
Coach: Pat Bartush (Acting)

Manager: Pat Bartush
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SUFC Football Competitive Teams Summary - 2015



Team

Pos

P

W

D

L

F

A

GD

PTS

U12G/1 Black

7 from 7

14

1

2

9

3

16

-13

5

U12G/1 White

2 from 7

14

8

1

3

19

10

9

25

U12G/2

7 from 8

14

2

3

9

7

39

-32

9

U14G/1

4 from 7

14

6

2

4

41

11

30

20

U14G/2

8 from 8

14

0

4

10

4

39

-35

4

U16G/1

8 from 10

18

4

2

12

29

69

-40

14

AAW/1

1 from 8

14

13

1

0

61

3

58

40

AAW/3

2 from 8

14

9

1

4

32

24

8

28

AAW/5

1 from 8

14

10

2

2

34

11

23

32

AAW/6

7 from 8

14

1

2

11

7

46

-39

5

U12/1

6 from 8

14

4

5

5

34

28

6

17

U12/2

7 from 8

14

3

1

10

23

45

-22

10

U12/3

6 from 8

14

3

2

9

30

51

-21

11

U13/1

4 from 8

14

6

3

5

27

28

-1

21

U13/3

1 from 7

14

8

3

1

37

17

20

27

U14/1

3 from 7

14

8

2

2

28

9

19

26

U14/3

1 from 8

14

11

2

1

52

11

41

35

U15/1

3 from 6

15

8

2

5

56

31

25

26

U15/2

10 from 10

18

2

4

12

25

53

-28

10

U15/3

3 from 8

14

7

4

3

33

19

14

25

U16/1

1 from 6

15

11

2

2

43

17

26

35

U16/3

3 from 6

15

7

2

6

36

26

10

23

U18/1

5 from 6

15

2

1

12

14

43

-29

7

U18/2 Black

2 from 9

18

9

3

2

57

21

36

30

U18/2 White

9 from 9

18

0

0

14

7

116

-109

0

Prem2

6 from 6

20

0

1

14

10

90

-80

1

Prem2R

6 from 6

20

3

0

6

19

61

-42

9

AAM/5

1 from 8

14

11

2

1

48

18

30

35

AAM/7

2 from 8

14

11

1

2

67

20

47

34

AAM/9

6 from 7

14

3

1

8

22

50

-28

10

O35/1

7 from 8

14

3

2

9

29

47

-18

11

O35/3

8 from 8

14

1

1

12

7

66

-59

4

O35/4

6 from 7

14

2

2

8

17

28

-11

8
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Springwood United FC Sponsors Season 2015

Arrow Print
Espresso To Go
PhysioPoint
Stralia Web
Western Districts Trophies
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Businesses Support
Springwood United FC would like to thank and acknowledge the local businesses
listed below for their support of Springwood United FC’s Trivia Night in making
donations and contributions to assist in making the evening a great event.
Anytime Fitness, Springwood
Bella Boheme, Springwood
Birneys, Springwood
Blooms Chemist, Springwood
Boea - Christine Moir
Bunnings, Valley Heights
Butterfly Garden For Kids, Springwood
BWS, Springwood
Ella Bache, Springwood
Headway Hairdressing, Springwood
Josh’s Bistro, Springwood
Kingsgrove Sports, Penrith
Lynch Family
Mavii Hair, Springwood
Mountain Fresh Growers, Winmalee
New Age Markets (Springwood Hippy Shop)
Nivarna Hair Salon, Springwood
Office Choice, Springwood
Springwood Country Club
Springwood Veterinary Clinic
The Bunker Café Bar Restaurant, Springwood
Western District Trophies, Faulconbridge
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WESTERN SYDNEY WANDERERS A-LEAGUE SEASON 2015-16 DRAW



Thursday October 8

Western Sydney

Brisbane

Pirtek Stadium

Friday October 16

Adelaide

Western Sydney

Coopers Stadium

Saturday October 24

Sydney

Western Sydney

Allianz Stadium

Sunday November 1

Western Sydney

Perth

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday November 7

Newcastle

Western Sydney

Hunter Stadium

Friday November 13

Melbourne City

Western Sydney

AAMI Park

Saturday November 21

Western Sydney

Wellington

Pirtek Stadium

Sunday November 29

Central Coast

Western Sydney

Central Coast Stadium

Saturday December 5

Western Sydney

Brisbane

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday December 12

Western Sydney

Melbourne Victory

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday December 19

Perth

Western Sydney

NIB Stadium

Thursday December 24

Western Sydney

Newcastle

Pirtek Stadium

Friday January 1

Western Sydney

Adelaide

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday January 9

Melbourne City

Western Sydney

AAMI Park

Saturday January 16

Western Sydney

Sydney

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday January 23

Central Coast

Western Sydney

Central Coast Stadium

Friday January 29

Western Sydney

Melbourne City

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday February 6

Melbourne Victory

Western Sydney

Etihad Stadium

Sunday February 14

Western Sydney

Wellington

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday February 20

Sydney

Western Sydney

Allianz Stadium

Friday February 26

Western Sydney

Perth

Pirtek Stadium

Friday March 4

Brisbane

Western Sydney

Suncorp Stadium

Sunday March 13

Newcastle

Western Sydney

Hunter Stadium

Saturday March 19

Western Sydney

Adelaide

Pirtek Stadium

Friday March 25

Melbourne Victory

Western Sydney

AAMI Park

Friday April 1

Western Sydney

Central Coast

Pirtek Stadium

Sunday April 10

Wellington

Western Sydney

Westpac Stadium
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WESTERN SYDNEY WANDERERS W-LEAGUE SEASON 2015-16 DRAW



Saturday October 17

Adelaide

Western Sydney

Adelaide Shores

Sunday October 25

Western Sydney

Brisbane

Marconi Stadium

Sunday November 1

Western Sydney

Sydney

Pirtek Stadium

Saturday November 7

Newcastle

Western Sydney

Magic Park

Sunday November 15

Western Sydney

Melbourne Victory

Marconi Stadium

Sunday November 29

Western Sydney

Canberra

Central Coast Stadium

Sunday December 6

Sydney

Western Sydney

Lambert Park

Saturday December 12

Melbourne Victory

Western Sydney

Kingston Heath

Sunday December 27

Western Sydney

Newcastle

Popondetta Park

Sunday January 3

Melbourne City

Western Sydney

CB Smith Reserve

Sunday January 10

Canberra

Western Sydney

McKellar Park

Sunday January 17

Western Sydney

Perth

Popondetta Park
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FOOTBALL
The Nursery Trophy (U5-7)

Hamish Weir

The Little Legend Award (U8-9)

Joseph Kitching

Most Promising Junior Player (U10-11)

Harry Bernays

Kerry’s Motors Trophy (Most Outstanding U12-13)

Nicholas Sharp

Andy Howard Trophy (Most Outstanding U14-16)

Daniel Bosley

The Bill Seymour Trophy (Most Outstanding AA Player)

Sam Fenech

The Junior Girl Player of the Year (U11-12)

Zoe Peters

The Junior Women’s Player of the Year (U13-16)

Brodie Hancock

The Senior Women’s Player of the Year (U17-AAL)

Amy Harris

Matt Dyer Trophy (Most Outstanding Striker U12-18)

Kieran Mcdonald

Trevor Pride Trophy (Most Outstanding GK U10-11)

Harry Gilchrist

Robert Stubbs Trophy (Most Outstanding GK U12-U16)

William Brazier

Templeton Trophy (Most Outstanding Senior GK)

Laura Treddinick

Paul Bryden Trophy (Most Outstanding O35 Player)

Peter Dempsey

B.M.C.C Shield for the Highest Placed AA Team

AA Ladies Division 1

Coach of the Year

Ian Hill – U14 Div 3

President’s Trophy for Most Successful Coach

Steve Jones & Bryan Richards

G.E. Watson Trophy – Senior Clubman

Steven Nicholson

Junior Clubman

Ryan O’Flanagan

Volunteer of the Year

Rob Taylor

The Martin Kol Player’s Player of the Year (1st Grade)

Not Awarded

The Chris Bird Player’s Player of the Year (Res Grade)

Not Awarded

B.M.C.C Trophy for Best & Fairest U12 – U18 years old

James Roberts

B.M.C.C Trophy for Most Improved (Prems)

Harry Gill

The David Brown Trophy Best Senior Player (Prems)

Zac McIlvride

Sponsors

T: 0424 506 457

WESTERN DISTRICTS
TROPHIES
6 COOMASSIE AVE
FAULCONBRIDGE NSW 2776
Phone/Fax: (02) 4751 7444 Mob: 0411 172 035
Email: wdtrophies@iinet.net.au
Website: westerndistrictstrophies.com.au
ABN: 98 357 574 182

